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PREFACE
The rearing of children has claimed the time and energies of men,
since the beginning of society. This social factor has constituted one of
man's i^ajor nroblerns. The continucince of pvch -^rohlens, t^r'-^v^'hoiit the
history of nan is due to the fact that the civic pattern is not inherited
and each new member must be molded into the modes of conduct which will aid
him in taking an active and intelligent part in the social structure of
which he is a member.
For this adjustment society offers a program of training called
education. Education, thei-efore, may be defined as the process .vl.eTeby the
yoimg members are adapted to the group pattern of behavior. It is hoped
that the youth so adjusted will be en.^bled to take an active and intelligent
part in the social, economic and political life of the group. The rapidity
of change wbich is characteristic of modem society makes old methods no
longer sufficient. ^Educational means must be devised to r^p'^t the needs of
a changing order and to make the individual adaptable to these changes. The
main purpose of education, therefore, is to help individuals to live happy
and efficient lives.
V/ith millions of citizens seeking employment, v/ith thousands unfitted
for service even if opportunities '.vere presented for employment, there is a
question as to hov/ well education is fulfilling this purpose. This problem
demands the most careful study of the best minds of the nation. The Negro
7outh, because of the occupational restrictions placed upon him by the
fortuitous circumstances of his race sr>d color, is a tragic figure in the
midst of a v/idespread unemployment situation. Handicapped by racial
prejudice on the part of employers and restricted by meager preparation
cc
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he is in many localities the last to be employed and the first to be
dismissed. Lured cn by false ideals and suffering from the lack of
vocational direction Negro boys and girls leave school unprepared for
useful service or crowd into the ranVs of overcrowded professions. Such a
situation leaves only a few in the rarJcs of the skilled tradesmen and
business nen among their people.
There is a crying need for vocational guidance for Negro pupils of
eastern Virginia and indeed the stete as a whole. All schools in ??eneral
and Negro schools in particular h;:.ve been concerned v;ith those pupils who
persist through the prescribed courses. Little thought however, has been
giver to t^e lar'^e "-^"^cer toge Y.'ho eve force'^ for i^ne reason or another to
drop out before reaching this goal. These withdrawals make up the mass
citizenry of our city, state and nation.
The purpose of this thesis is to set forth the status of the Kegro in
the world of work, to consider f'-e school as an agency for serving the
social and economic needs of the Negro, to assemble data relative to one-
hundred withdravjais from a Ne^ro school in eastern Virginia and to offer a
curriculum in keeping with their occupational opportunities. The school
referred to is oomi^osed of the sever th ?nrl ei^'^th <^rarles and is known as an
Intermediate School. This is done that t^^e school will better serve its
purpose of fitting pupils to maintain a higher standard of life and work.
Acknov^ledgement of the many sources consulted in the preparation of
this thesis is made at the points where materials are cuoted.
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1CHAPTER 1.
SOCIAL AIMS AND PURPOSFS OF EDUCATION
American education has developed no definite goal or purpose tov,'ard
which the American people should work in their attempt to train its youth
for citizenship. Fducntors are not in a^vee^nevt re^ardin? objectives nor
hr.ve the rp. f:.. ccx-ivt ^.x^utes concerned thencelves - bout this matter, "..hile v.e
are not interested in the general policies of the Russian and German
governments, it mi^ht be well to note that these countries have definite
national aims which they hope to realize through education.
The pendulum of methods and aims in American education swings from one
extreme to f^f^ "I'^er. TVw~ Tncertainty and blunder-;- ,--m;c-p'^ iv/ t'^-'r "> • c''' rr^
stability are surely not beneficial to its future citizens nor to those who
are intrusted with their training. At 5 ^-iven neriod educators may advocate
certain ends but before tl ese ere reali2.eu c .:u.^es are sug^^er" .
result, we are just as undecided to-day as we were many years ago regarding
educational objectives. In the futvre, through toil and blunders, re must
still hope for a revelation of the long sought purpose in education which
the years have failed to uncover. But by gleaning here and there ^rom life's
activities, we may come to xmderstand that:
"A basic aim of education is to develop knowledge, habits,
attitudes and skills which will make participation the
rule. Universal oarticioation in education, is essential
for the best individual and group growth."
The school must constantly change in order to fulfil these purposes.
The members of society must be
^
repared to solve the follov/ing problems
that confront them:—Problems of community life, problems of state and
National Govemmcrt, ^'nd problems of irter-national relation s'^ips. The
public rni st Look to the schcol as the logical agency for training for
1 Vvitty, Paul A., "Fducationsl Philosophy and Fx^erirrier tclism" in
"Religious Educpticn" (June 1933), p. 303.
•f
intelligent and active participation in the above elements. The school
prcerly or;3?nized., prc^erlj eryipped, and fitly administered is the
ir:£ti tijticn beet suited to tiie pur^^ose cf reconstructing our civic life and
unifying it.
"Education in the TJnited States, should be guided by
a clear conceptior of the meaning of democracy. It
is the ideal of democracy that the individual ar'^
society may find fulfillment each in the other.
Democracy sanctions neither exploitation of the
individual by society, nor the disregard of the
interest of society by the individual. This ideal
dem.ends that human activities be placed upon a high
level of efficiency; that to this efficiency be
•:;dded an appreciation of the significance of these
activities and loyalty to the best ideals involved;
ajid that the individual choose that vocation and
those forms of social service in which his
personality may develop and become most effective.
For the achieveraent of these ends, democracy must
place chief reliance upon education."
The decision here follows the line of logical analysis. One who would
build must first conceive the t/pe of structure, •^r^'-''-- -lars, select materials
and then set to work in making his dream a reality. So it is with the
formulation of aims in education. First the iderls end traditions to be
perpetuated, the life problems to be solved, needed improvements in the
social order are all to be considered. Then the formation of schemes by
v/hich these dreams might become actualities.
Understandings and Appreciations
The real •',:r"'P,Te of educ tlnr is to aid the T-nhrrr f^f society to live
happily and v/ell. Pupils engaged in the job of education are studying life
end should be learning how to live. How v;ell those who have taken advantage
of attendance at school will be able to face the real problems of life, will
oepend largely upon how v»ell education has helped them in an understanding
p. 9,
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of the solution of these problems and their duties as potential citizens.
Bj>er r--r" -vcf V, -- \r, +^-' r c?-!''^ "Or)portijnity" states that:
"This relationship is an intimate one, since your school
work should make your later occupational life more
effective and since civic ejid home making problems
depend for their solution, on increased intelligence on
the part of all 7.orkers. School exists to v- '-xre you
for better living to-day end tomorrow." ^
An understanding -and aporeciatioi 1 r activities is
possible only when one is able to associate and interpret experiences end
ideals. To this end trainl'-g- is a necessary factor. Throurh education one
should be awakened to a 3reater arjpreciation of life siid its purposes.
Through a knovtrled5;e of these one will acquire the following understandings
prirT fi > . o^' P hich will aid i^^ l^-r-Tci- 'i-r ri hr-r'-o-p adjustraert i i fo
and its sctivities:
Un cl erstsnding s ^
l....The understanding of the
in te]-'5eper'^ercp of ?11 forms
of life.
2. . .
,
The un r i.:^ -^-r^ of the
necessity of nan's adaptation
to changing conditions.
5.... The I'nderstar.ding of how
modem science has transformed
v/uys of thinking and living.
4.... The understanding of the
relation of the social ''^r-.r^ t-y'e
to man's development.
5. . . .The vnderstandirg of man'
s
constant endeavor to im^'i^^vr-
his living conditions.
6....Tho understandirig of
':''emocracy as a method r-r "'v'^ -
and thi^iking.
7.... The understanding that
modem people are endeavoring
to recognize human relations.
8.... The understanding that
government in a democracy rests upon
the consent and civic responsibility
of the governed.
9....The \jnders1. of the
operation of economic factors.
10... The understanding of how to
choose a vocation.
11... The understanding of the
relation to man ' s development of
humpnirir-^ economic ^rd irdus trial
life.
ir...The understi-p/'ing of the lunctior
of family life.
13... The understanding of the relatior
of health to human development.
14... The umderstonding r-r --ccreation
as a creative agency.
15... The understanding of man's
increasing control of his social
environment.
i.. Hx cci-.'.tions
^
l....The appreciation of human 2.... The appreciation of shared
nature.
-^ctivitv.
5 jov/in, Vuoch Burton, V.heatley and Brewer, John M., "Occupations",
Revised Edition, Ginn and Company, Boston, 1923., p. 9.
4 Bulletin, State Board of Fducation, Richmond, Virginia, Division of
^^urchase and Printing., (November T''.^"''. . ""^-r?.
B Thid.. ry-n. 3?_?^5,
f
45.... The appreciation of humor.
4.... The appreciation of exod
workmanship.
5,... The appreciation of hl-^h
standards of conduct
.
6.... The apnrecietion of the
schievement of thinking.
7.... The appreciation of the
bea-utiful.
The above elements -re essentis-l to successful and harmonious living.
Realizing the importance of training i-^ f^^r^ ^^^^^ -r^rrts:
"We busy ourselves vith each of the schoci studies in
order that we may be enabled to carry on these activities
better and to c'evelop and manifest these attitudes in all
we do." ^
Development of Kjiowledg.e
In an sutocracy education is reserved for the few, but in a democracy
it is made a.Vc.ilable to all. Education in the latter i-rA especihlly public
education, exists that each member of such a society may prepare for a
happy pi^d "^rcdvctlvp life, '^loldth^-'i te tp^\^7\v<^ t^o d':^.nr(=r of illit'^rac^''
in a po^jular form of -'overmaent asserts that:
"The greatest danger to the republic is ignorance.
^Intelligence is the foundation of free government."
Through the process of training individuals gain a specific knowledge of
themselves, of the socicl ideals and of traditions and government. Through
a knov/ledge of these they will constantly endeavor to improve their living
conditions, realize their positions as nembers of the Toim and thus accept
wilLiiijiy jroup responsibilities. Such .jioKledje, attitLuet. cjid activities
will assist in an intelligent a^djustment and economic fitness. As citizens
and workers each member of society should '^.coi''ire through edA'cation, the
Qfollowing Icnovvledge:
1. Knowledge of certain qualifications as to age,
preparation and sex for entering various vocations.
2, Knov/ledge of certain general and specific
abilities and skills necessar:/ to success in most
occur)ationR.
6. jowiri, Vvheatley and Brewer, op. cit., p. 5.
7. Goldthwaite, V-re, in "The Fhiloso]-'h- of Ingersoll", Paul Elder and
Company, New York, 1906., j, 61.
8. Bulletin, State Board of Education, op. cit., . ' --'7.
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53. Knowled^'e that vocations differ in regard to
conditions, safety, and ability.
4. Knowledge that all honest labor is worthy and
choice of a vocation should be based upon the
peculiar service that the individual can render to
society, personal satisfaction in the occupation,
remuneration, ability and the possibility of
advancement.
5. That wide choice of occupation depends upon careful
study of all factors.
6. That modern economic life is based up n a system
of acquisitive ethics.
7. That democracy rests upon the principle of the
greatest good to the greatest number.
8. That industry should be or:^anized so that it will
enrich the moral and intellectual life of all.
9. That the family is the most important agency in
providing physical care and education for children
during the period of infancy.
10. That health is basic to human progress. Economic
reorganization and health education are means of
banishing disease.
11. That every people has some form of religion
through which life is interpreted.
Development of Skills
The Cardinal Princi;ler- of Secondary Education designate vocational
training as one of the seven objectives of education. The purpose of the
acouisition of skill is to maintain an efficient economic and social status.
Skill for there purposes may bp rf the hand and mentality or of mental
faculties independent of economic skill. Although man's v;orking hours are
constantly being shortened it is a fact that the major oortion'of his waking
hours are s-^ent in making a living or in social intercourse. Education,
therefore, should be devoted to the development of such knowledge and skills
that will enable hin to do well the things for which his particular interest,
capacity and aspirations best fit him. Education here should be a real
means of aiding one to sustain himself in accordance with his capacity, his
environment and his opportunities. reference to skill Earhart says:
8 "The Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education", op. cit., p. 10.
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"In addition to the various types of teaching vAich aim to
increase loiowledge and to arouse aesthetic and social
appreciation, there are school exercises v/hich have as
their purpose the increase of skill and the rendering of
certain processes automatic or habitual." ^
Speaking in the same connection, Thorndike states tha,t:
"]^b one would assert that skill is the total aim, and no
one would deny that it is a fraction of the aim, of
education. The chief facts about it which are likely
to pass unnoticed are, its appropriateness where the
effort to give knowledge is relatively wasteful, and
its service as s-n impersonal pleasure.
So, in proportion as the schools are attended by a
wider and wider selection and retain the un scholarly
types till sixteen or eighteen instead of till twelve
or fourteen, skill becomes properly a larger and
larger factor in their proximate aims. Skill may be,
for almost all individuals to some exte^^t, a source
of impersonal pleasure.
It is commonly more truly cultural or refining than an
interest in correct manners, speech or opinions about
the fine arts
These facts concerning the value and importance of skill as a goal in
education must not be overlooked. From the facts prerent-^^'' t^ rrf- is
suggested systematic training for the development of such automatic
responses that will make for intelligent social adjustments. The value of
skill is well stated by Earhart who asserts that:
"Whether we become hewers of wood and drawers of water,
whether we become artists or v.-hatever our walk in life
our hope of getting along at all ''.ies in learning to
respond in definite ways to the situations which daily
and hourly confront us."
9 Earhart, Lidia B., "Types of Teaching", Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston,
1915., p. 150.
10 This quotation is in Lidia B. Earhart, "Types of Teaching", p. 150.
11 Earhart, Lidia, B. "Types of Teaching", 151.
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7THE bTATUS OF THE IlIGRO IN THE ?iOPLD OE UOPK
Early History
Ov.e nornlng in 1619, the colonist of J"'^'=^tr'-- , Virginia looked to?-r^
the sea and saw a ship moving toward their shores. On her deck black forms
moved, and the settlers stood aghast at the strange human cargo. These new-
comers did not bring greetings from kinsmen in the old rorld, nor ^/vere they
accorded the welcome v/ith which settlers and adventurers are greeted. .These
men of color had been unwillingly snatched from the onietness of their
. simple life in their native land to be sold as sieves and bo become the
backbone of a new economic order.
"The labor of Negroes, slave and free, has been one of
the '.lost important factors in the economic development
of the Southern part of the United States. The brr?wn
and muscle of the Negro population created the basis
for Sonthem wealth."
"The Negro of iunerica contributed not only to the planting,
growing and harvesting of the staples of the South as
slave-field-workers, but also to skilled and sem.i-skilled
labor v/hich the economic life of the South denonded. The
mechanical pursuits of the plantations and of the towns
were followed by the slave and free Negro population." ^
It is evident that the Negro ste.rted his early life on the American
soil as one of its potent economic factors. For almost three centuries
this remained his position in the development of the nation's natural
resources. T^h-i p --pT^i^'^ r-r miFPT"' "'^'"t" ^im •^'^.'^pt l^ir'Te, fr'^e'"'!on "-nd
unbounded opportunitieL for development for those who held Iriim to the task
of building a new economic system.
In the describee' -^'tion the Negro was withoi^t the +>--*v,^--- -nr-cessary
to make him an intelligent v/orker or to make his service profitable. The
idea of training slaves and free Negroes met with great opposition,
1 Wesley, Charles H., "Negro L .bcr in the Ur" tp-^' cf .-F-c-n , f.^^
Publishers, Vi'ashin ton, D. C._, 19£6, p. 5.
2 Ibid., p. 5.

8nevertheless some masters taught their bondmen. Instri:ction was p.dvocated
by those who desired mainly to increase the economic efficiency of their
labor supply. Although this Interest in Negro slave education v;as
stimulated by extremely F'^lf motives, it ^i'"'' ^''ve trpi^n'-^'? that ?'as
serviceable to both slftve ajid master. Masters vvho had employed men of color
in positions of bookkeeping, printing and the like, were ordered by law to
discontinue si'ch practices. Private -^i^d public fpr'o'r.c^rF -f^^e Izo
prohibited from teaching Negroes.
In spite of opposition the Negro v/as found in practically all the
joursuits of labor in the South. Toward the slaves the poor-whites tunned
the eyes of prejudice. The labor of the former bed reduced the latter to
poVert'"' f-rd had kept them in a state of bare economic existance. On
account oi their race the free Negroes could fird little to do for a
livelihood. The occupations of the slaves were compulsory and assured but
among the free Kejroes, many could not find eraployi^/^n-'-. i^^ f}'o nr- fp-i '^'tates.
One writer states that:
"The plight of the freeman is better understood and more
significant when the vast numbers cut off from economic
possibilities is considered, i^ccording to the census
report there were 59,481 free Negroes in the United States
in 1790. Twenty years l^ter, the number had increased to
186,446. This great increase in the number of free
Negroes carried with it a problem of no little imoortance.
As this rumber increased, the ouestion of what to do vdth
them became as important in the North as it had been in
the South for fear of possible effect of Ms presence
upon his enslaved brother." ^
Fealizing that their status was permarert and that their preparation
v--'^' s not i^^ kef^'"'ir"' with their '"•'mnlo'^'Tnc^nt o'"''^'Ort'''riiti'=s t^ere were Fe'Toes
who advocated indi'strial training as r. means of ecuippin^i' the race ior
financial usefulness. All the way of their long journey upward these people
3 (McMsster, Vol. 4, p. 559) ^notation in "H^nry Clay and the African
Colonization Movement", by Eugene P. Southall, in The C7uarterly Journal
of the Florida A. and M. College, (August 1952), p. 11.

9met with great difficulties. Investigators who discovered increased
facilities of conventional education for Negroes in 1S54 reported also that
there existed among the white mechanics a formidable prejudice against
colored artisans. ^ From other sources the following reports are made:
"In opposing the encrouchnient of Negroes on their fields
of labor, the Northerners took their cue from the v/hite
mechanics of the South. At first laborers of both races v'orked
together in the same room and at the same machine."
"But in the nineteenth century, when more white men in
the South, were condescending to do skilled labor and
trying to develop manufactures, they found themselves
handicapped by competition with the slave mechanics.
Before 1360, most Southern mechanics, local manufacturers,
contractors and railroad men with the exception of
ccr ^^''^ct'^rF v/^re T''^ '^rof's. " ^
It is evident that the Negro once held a very important place in the
trades and skilled lator of the country but with the pressing problem of
earning a living confronting his white brother v/e find the latter v/illing to
step down ejad accept jobs which he once thought were below his station,
Y>1aerever this was true the former was pushed out by the hand of preju'"lice or
by the :"ressure of strenuous competition. From still ajiother source ve are
informed that:
"The white artisan prevailed ujjon the legislature of
Pent'sylvania, Maryland and Georgia to enact measures
hostile to their rivals."
"In 18^5 the state of Georgia made it a misdemeanor
for a colored mechanic to make a contract for the
repair or erection of buildings." ^
There were efforts on the part of some toward effecting organizations
to seCV.T-P "o-^" l^'^'^^r '-^r^•^ - -l-,^ r-ti o'' . T^"*" i r i^n 'V-r't;/ ""M ^^f. "n'^t^n ,'^orae
degree of success during Van Buren's administration. At the sarae time
reformers were boldly demanding the recognition of Negroes by fairminded
groups and ir dividi-els, ^ There v.-as an attempt ' • -^^e advocates of the
colored workers to induce the mechanics of the North to take Negroes to
4 This ouotation is in "The Education of the Negro Prior to 1861., by
Carter G. Woodson, (<lnd.ed,) The Association for the Study of Negro Life
and History, '-'a shin?ton, D. C, 191-)., p. g84.
5 T^uckingbam, Janes S. "Slave State- ' ' '-'.f--'", VrT. . rr .
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supply the s^^^'illed laborers re'-'uired hy the rapid development of the free
states. As was feared the plan failed to meet the approv l rr Tv-p+Vpy-n
white mechanics. The establishment of such a scheme would hsve led tc the
practice of taking Nejro youth as apprentices. The advocates thereof were
however, not discouraged for it is recorded tl-st At'-' vt Tappan, Gerrit Smith
and William Lloyd Garrison made many appeals in behalf of the untrained
NefTTo lpborf=r. "^^ The Ne<^ro group learned through these e^nperierces that in
an attempt to elevate themselves they could not depend upon the cooperation
of the white v/orking claf:s. The whites seemed to have felt that in the
attempt to me^t the opposing forces o-^ rr^^i ^-^Ij,^^ it '-~<5 ^c-t-hPT- -rrr- ^^'^.m to
"chance it" without the Negro.
From his efforts here the Negro turned to the "Manual Labor Schools"
for training in both classical and r - ^ ^ - ^'^'catio^. - ''•'-^^ said,
during the whole period there were many frienrjly jnd sincere white men and
women who worked faithfully in an attempt to help the people of color and to
provide o-iportunities for training to the end that they might become
worthwhile factors in the life of the country.
Present Status
On Virr.prnhrr l^T'T, r-n or^ani'/." t~* on T'nown pf the "Ampricsn Anti-Slnve
Society" was effected by Vdlliam Lloyd Garrison. Ibis organization stood
not only for immediate emancipation of slaves but also for coranlete
emancipation whic'-i -^nl '' -"-' r the black m;-^' ' '"•itizen, en^ 1. -r-i ' * r- > i
,
economically and socially to any other citizen. Lincoln's "Emancipation
Proclamation" freed the slaves but Lincoln was only sn agent through which
thirty ye;,ir£ oi vork by this ^itjciety came to maturity.
The enmity of the poor-whites which was the outgrowth of slave
6 I'^ls rtuotation is <^rom Carter G. Vi'oodson's "The Education of thp Negro
Prior to 1961, op. cit., p. (L85.
7 Ibid., p. ^35 8 Ibid., p. £85 9 Ibid., p. ^85 (Primary Source)
10 This cuotation is from Carter G. V'oodson's "The Fducaticn of the Negro
Prior to 1861", o . cit., p. ?86.
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competition was intensified by the elevation of the Negro slave to citizen-
ship. To-day all of these prejudices and hostilitie? toward liberated
slaves and free Negroes are constant experiences of their descendants.
These attitudes and inimical actions ere not only those of t^-e whites of the
lover strata but e>'periences in the activities of life v/ill prove that a
large number above the level of the poor-whites are helping to design a
system of control to bsr men of color from the rich rewards of industry,
skilled end unskilled If.bor.
In the present economic maladjustment men of color find themselves a
part of the teemin;~ millions in the gr-at stn^- 'l'^ for existance. Under
the "National Recovery Act", his economic iile still furnishes him his
greatest problem. While this decree has insisted everyv;here, North and
South, on an epual wa^'e scale for ell v.orkers, V^'^rp rr'.p'"*'' F^'^'^t-
sighted leaders who are here and there recommending compromises when the
Negro is considered as s part of the national plan. In a weekly newspaper
the following statements of conditions are made:
"Tlihere a colored porter formerly received five dollars
to six dollars a week end the code cg"'.led for a twelve
to fourteen dollar a week wage, some chiseling firms
discharged him on the grounds that he could not be paid
a white man's wage.... In this way, two or three
colored hf^lners on trucks, dishwashers, vfheel boys in
drug stores have been, in some cases, replaced by
one white person." -^^
"Employers in Fichmond, (Virginia) were using the
argument however, that our (Negro) workers were
inefficient Eugene Kinckle Jones, industrial
secretary of the National Urban League reported (on
the situation in Newark, N. J. ) that elevator operators
were being displaced in the down to^m department stores and
our (Negro) workers were not being taken back to their
jobs, like many of the white workers. Donald Wyatt,
research secretary cf the Armstrong Association of
Philadelphia, reported that our (Negro) workers had
participated in the advantages of the N. R. A., along
with other workers Labor Union troubles, however,
are be-'inning to loom." 12
11 "The Afro-American Newspaper", Baltimore, Msrylcnd. ( Sept. ?0, 1955)
1?. Ibid., (September 50, 1955)
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These statements are quoted to show some of the difficulties under
which Fegro Y*orkers are laboring even under a nation wide mandate such as
the "National Recovery Act." These are but a fev/ of similar reports of the
situation that one reads in the newspapers daily. These are evidences of
the fret that the indigent whites have condescended to the lower fields of
labor, have eliminated the stigma in every line of skilled and unskilled
labor and seem insistarit upon exclusion of the Negro in '^ver^,'- avenue leading
to comfortable living. The preceeding citations further sum arize briefly
the strain that runs through the history of the Negro's economic life in
this countr;,."". The American Ne^^ro np a freedmaji finds his ^ositicn to-day
similer to that of the free men of color prior to the "Civil Y.'rr". Plis
status is clearly defined by Henry Clay who, in speaking of the free Negroes,
said:
"Their position in this country is a peculiar one;
they neither enjoy immunity of the freeman nor are
they subject to the incapacities of slaves, but
partrke in some degree of the qualities of both;
that from their condition and unconcuerable prejudices
resulting from their color, they can never amalgamate
with the free whites of this country."
13 This quotation is in "The Quarterly Journal of the Florida A. ajid M.
College", op. cit. p. 11.
i•
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CHAPTER III
THE MEASURE IN WHICH PUBLIC EDUCATION MEETS THE
SOCIAL NEEDS OF THE MEGRO
Ob;;eGtive Indefinite
There exists throughout the South the policy and practice of separate
institutions for the training of the two racial groups. This practice gives
rise to all types of inequalities in the education for Negroes. The laws of
most Southern states call for separate but equal school facilities for the
two groups. The guardians of the welfare of the Southern whites have been
very sincere and devout in holding to that phrase of the law which requires
separate schools but have neglected the phrase reouiring eoual education for
all. Therefore, education for Negroes Ir tiie ir.cjcrity of cases is only
training in the three F's. A program of public education for this group is
still nn unmet need, ^he c-"use for tY\^ s'tuation ^.f. pu'^-^ested bv Co.liver
who states tiiat:
....the economic condition of the South; general apathy,
if not antagonism, against public education; prejudice
against offering recently emancipated Negroes educational
opportunities; and man/ other causes delayed the develop-
ment of public educational facilities.... The development
of this field was, until recent years, le^^. "ost wholly
to religious and private philanthropy.
, . . .probably nine-tenths of the public secondary schools
in the Southern States for colored 7/outh hai^e been
orgsjnized si'"ce the beginning of the World ?!ar.
If society is to be developed, improved and er^ etuated each member
must be given an opportunity to develop in keeping v:ith his possibilities.
The r^urpose of education is n^t -only to impart knowledge but to develop such
imderstandirgs, attitudes and skills that will aid in social adjustment.
Below is clearly presented one acceptable a.im of education in a democracy:
"A basic aim in education is to develop knowledge, habits,
attitudes and skills which will make participation the
1 Caliver, Ambrose, "Secondary Education for Negroes", Bulletin 1932, No. 17,
Monograph No. 7. United Government Printinc; Office, Vi'aEhin,i:toij, D. C,
1933^, p. 2,
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rule. Universal narticlDation in education is essential
for the best individual and group growth." ^
The American people have lost much in human values in the years of
aimless wandering and useless expenditures in education. It is true
nevertheless, that the education of the Negro has been less appropriate bo
his needs t^'an that cf the v.hites. The training of the former has een
planned too often after the leisure class. The Negro as has been mentioned,
started hir "l.ife 1^ this countr'"' a.'^ t '.''orl-;er. "i? T^^test contr''-'*^ution to
the nations life and pro^iress has been made as such. His education iri the
main should prepare him to remain a potent factor in the nation's life,
making his contribution one that will bring him and his country the best
returns.
The problems which have confronted the Negro in education have not been
due, as many would have us believe, to a lack of native ability but essen-
tially to the many prejudices and practices already mentioned in the
preceding chapter. Finally, the American people of color need a prograin of
education better suited to the masses who will always earn their living by
the sweat of the brow. Viiith regard t' those v/ho find or make for themselves
high places in the life of the nation; these v,dll always be con' -^ratively
few. The masses must be provided with such a type of training that will
better fit them for their occupational opportunities thus raising their
economic status as American citizens.
If the standard of the national life is to be raised, all members must
be lifted together. If education is considered the lever by w^ich the
American life is to be lifted each citizen must be trained for intelligent
participation In the betterment of himself and the whole of which he is a
part. For the realization of these ideals it is suggested that:
2 Witty, Paul A., loc. cit.
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"In this matter and for the purpose mentioned, all must
vork together to preserve and improve public education,
in order that the children of all the people may claim
t";eir birthri '-^t '^f «5^uality of oprjortunity . " ^
Spreads Unfavorable Ser timent
It was hoped that generations of education TOuld eliminate the atti-
tudes and prejudices resulting from the ex[)eriences of the whites during
slavery and the period of reconstruction. To this day education ''as failed
in this respect. Seventy years have been too short a period for the whites
to forget the previous situation of the Negro. In addition to the fact of
slavery the problem is made more acute by the fact of difference. It is
historical that:
"V/henever a nation is composed of dissimilar races, the
embers of race prejudices are easily fanned into fierce
flames." ^
In the beginning the builders of the nation knew that their planis
could not materialize until public schools were established to teach the
masses the meaning of self-government, to increase and improve human vjants
and to promote high ideals and noble social habits. The school, however,
has failed to spread propaganda regarding right human relationship. It has
done little to foster the spirit of brotherhood ?imong men.
^/hile the school has been relied upon for relief from many social ills
there are other ag-^ncies that are influential in the training of citizens.
These are also instruments for education. Human beings live and move from
day to day. They are schooled in tho home, at play, in the church, on the
streets and by the conduct of their leaders. Freud asserts that:
"Behavior, whether normal or abnom^al has its origin in
the individual experiences.... a person's present reactions
are to be found of a study of the same person's development
from childhood up." ^
3 Governor McNutt, before the l^.y.A., Speech in "School and Society, (June 2Z
1933.
4 Billin, Johji L., Dittmer, Clarence G,, Colbert, Foy J., "Social Problems"
Revised ed.. The Centurj^ Book Company, New York. 193^, p. 307.
5 Freud, Sigmond, From his investigation ?.^hich le4 to the "Psvc^of'^''l""-+i
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In this aspertion we find a statement of 5roup thinkin?, ^roup attitudes,
and group action.
As an example of the danger of some forms of irroup education through
the activities of the community I cuote from a newspaper an extract from a
report entitled, "V.omen and Children in Dixie's Mob":
"At Sherman, a grandmother called her two small grandsons
out of bed and took them some blocks away to see the
victim's body roasted. Not all the children in the mob
were taken there by their elders. Children of all ages
rushed in everywhere to see what was going on. The
presence of wo-^"^'" "nd children incited the men to sction." ^
I venture to say that all of those cited in the foregoing situation had at
one time or another attended the public school. It is evident that the
influence of community life had impressed them more than the three R's
y.'hich their teachers labored so hard to impart. The children in the mob
will be the leaders of the future. They vrill adapt themselves to the
patterns of conduct exemplified by their fathers and mothers. The v/ords of
Dickens are not more fitting than at this point:
"I think it must somewhere be written that the virtues
of the mothers shall be visited upon the children, as
well as the sins of the fathers."
This and similar activities throughout the nation are not favorable to
the interest and progress of the Negro. It has become a difficult under-
taking for those fairminded whites who disapprove such injustices, to speak
out a;'ainst them.
A few days ago the Catholic people threv: up their hands in horror when
it was suggested that a Negro, George Washington Jones, be permitted to take
a place in the class with white catholic boys and girls. Education is
regarded as a civilizing factor in the life of all peoples. It is one
source through which society is improved, perpetuated and its ideals and
5 Method". (Primary source not found. Taken from an old newspaper, the
date of which could not be ascertained)
.
6 Raper, Arthur, "The Tragedy of Lynching" in "The Afro-American" newsoaper
(October 21, 1933).
(
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traditions are passed on to coining generations. Is this what young
catholic boys and girls are to think and do in the future? Their superiors
in setting this example failed to realize the opportunity to teach the
future citizens that religion is a humanizing influence; that all races are
members of the human family, that family whose head is Christ.
Any plan to segregate a group or to divide unequally with the same
tends to stimulate sentiment unfavorable to that group regress. Y.'Tiere
two races are separated there is a chance for both to be mutually misunder-
stood. In the matter of school facilities, the whites viev/ing the well-
*
equipped and well-constructed buildings for their training and comparing
them Virith the delapidated and poor appliances for Negroes ire sure to
imagine fundamental differences. i'hey will assume an air of superiority
long before they can ijnderstajid the actual situation. As has been
suggested, the school facilities for Negroes fail to impress one es suitable
for effiCTeiit nre^'^r ration for the '^rpf^e^'^t cn'^.'^lex orcJf^^r. '^he v:or:^p of q
prominent Southern su,jerintenderit of schools .night suggest reasons for the
disparity in Negro school facilities:
"The white o(5ople of the South have been and are straining
every resource in an attempt to maintain adequate schools
for their ovm. children. V/ith dwindling resources, we may
be sure that they are not going to take away from their
own children, the much needed funds to be spent on the
schools of the Negro children irrespective of how much
worse they may be needed there."
The radio and moving picture shows are two of the nations agencies for
education. A few ^ays ago "Eugene J. Coltr^ne, field representative of the
K'atiqnal Cominittee of Education by Radio, outlined the four objectives of
the committee as follows: ^
1. To establish a source of information and inspiration
for states, cities and educational institutions which
wish to use the radio in their pro-^ram of education.
7 Thompson, Charles !<, in "Journal of Negro Education". (April 1933).,
Editorial.
S "Norfolk Ledger Dispatch", (December 8, 1933)
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An improvement in the radio programs which are thrust
into the hones of the American people every day.
3. To find the place of the radio in the whole scheme
of education.
4. To secure a sound basis for the development of radio
broadcasting in the United States.
This committee was appointed by Doctor William J, Cooper, United States
Commissioner r-S "^due- tic^ , ir 19!^0. In spite of "*"hp '--r^c^dir-icr o'':^-''eotives
during the month of September i-n official of the Government, in yvashington
used this device to insult colored Americans. ^ It is not knov/n why this
officer used his position to reflect upon the people of color but it is
evident that what was said reached the ears of millions of citizens of the
American radio audip^ce.
Negro history or literature ie not a part of the curri-culum oi the
white or Negro public schools. Therefore, Negroes know very little about
tber:'selves and their contribution to Americ^r life. vbite? Imow
practically nothing about the Negro and they are not encouraged to seek to
learn anything about him. If mentioned at all he is belittled by omission,
misinterpretation or falsificatior . T'l-r following examples are indicative
of the practices mentioned: Professor H, C. Lancaster of the University of
Chicago in treating the three Dumases, in a nineteenth century French drama
course opened his lecture by mentioning only two things about General Dumas.
First that his mother was a Negro; second that he was simply sn impetuous
adventurer. The professor failed to state that the French regarded
General Dumas so highly that in Paris, in Place Malesherbes, a statue T.as
erected to his memory. The professor in the same lecture stated that
Du'ras pere, the ro^ rnd •"ovelist ^as vet :'_rt'^-llpctual. Professor Albert
Chinard, a native Frenchman, teaching at «^ohns Hopkins University, speaking
on the Negro in French literature is quoted as having said:
9 "The Afro-American" newspaper, (September 30, 1953).
10 Rivers, V/. Napoleon, pamper before the Association for the Study of Negro
Life and History, at the Y. C. A., Washington, D. C. in "The Afro-
American" newspaper (November 25, 1935)
.
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"He (Dumas oere) broi^gh someV-^in^ to French literature
which it had never known before. Dumas brought
iniagiration, warmth, and a loveliness of characteriza-
tion to a literature which ^"itherto had been cold and
almost v.lthout emotions." H
T^if: "i s ofter the tve cf omirFion and iri-i pint.or'^rpt'? tion th^t ^cc^mnnny
discussions regarding the Ke^ro. This is sn example of the t/ne of educa-
tion that millions of young white Araericajis are receiving daily in the
public schools, colleges and universities of the nation, Caucasior - nlars
30 to the right source but in most cases they fail to bring back the whole
truth. While the Negro has many problems regarding his own education, there
is much that he can do in bringing the whites to a better understanding of
colored Americans and their contribution to the American life end history.
Fails to Train for Social Fitness
It is a common practice for minority groups and once servile opo^Ips to
copy or endeavor to rainic the social patterns of the major ones. Over three
centuries of contact with the American whites has led to the imitation of
them by the Negro in the establishment of civic ngencie'^. This ie
especially true of the Negroe's educational institutions, r^ose who would
assist the Negro in preparing for social usefulness must take into considera-
tion his cultural background and his occupational opportunities. The authors
of "Social Problems" state that:
"From the time 'Angele', the first Negro slave, v/as
landed on the Virginia coast, in 1619, to the close
of the 'Civil War' we, the people of the United
States were engaged in the development of two very
different types of culture. .. .one for the white man
and the other for the Negro."
It is evident that seventy years have been too short a period for the Negro
to completely develop beyond the situation suggested.
LI Rivers, Napoleon, op. cit.
12 Crillin, Dittmer pnd Colbert, o"^. cit.,
^
. 72,
I
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Ijimited gs he is in fields of service and in meny instances lacking
in nreparation, the Megro is more in need of specific training to-day than
his forefathers. He started his career in American as a worker. It is
evident that the majority of his race will i-emain v/orkers lono" ^fter other
avenues are closed to them. The school, therefore, . should train the
masses for intelligent service i" the fields of industry, skilled and
unskilled Irhnr- nnd the manual '^"rt^.
The schools and colleges for Kegro youth turn out yearly thousands of
pupils who are unprepared for life. This situation is the result of the
teachings and work of their early school life. Most of them learn early to
scoCTi the manual arts and vocational and industrial training. Most of them
have been influenced to look forward to a parasitic life in one of the
professions: law, medicine, the ministiy or teaching. Vyoodson states
exactly the type of influence prevailing in most of the institutions for
the training of Negroes:
"Alnost any fellow who gets beyond the high school
development becomes a leader. His parents send him
to school to make him a leader, and his teachers
tell him that they are preparing him to be a leader."
This position has been prompted by Negro leaders who sought devoutly to
disrobe the race of the stigma of l^bor. V/esley gives precisely the origin
of the present sentiment in stating that:
"Some of the leaders made the claim that Negroes should
be trained in skilled trades in the industrial schools.
Contrary to the usual belief, this idea arose and was
popularized among Negroes prior to the "Civil ?ar".
It was claimed that industrial training was more
important, for Negroes, than collegiate training. This
gave rise to the controversy between industrial and
higher education, which filled the last decade of the
nineteenth century and echoes of which ere often heard
ir\ ^ resent."
15 Woodson, Carter B., "Afro-American" newspaper (Jamuary 6, 1934).
14 Wesley, Charles H., op. cit., p. viii.
f
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Negroes must be taught to dignify labor. They must put their shoulders
to the wheels of the nation's industrial life and push with other racial
groups. Regarding the misguided attitude toward 1-^bor and the rush for
white-collared jobs one writer asserts by way of advice that:
"There are twenty thousand Negro youths enrolled in the
colleges. About one-fifth of that number is graduating
in June, They are coming upon a scene that has been
very much muddled by their elders.
Industry mechanized. Ordinary jobs absorbed by a strata
of the population that a few years ago spumed them. To
successfully get in step, there is no doubt that the new
graduates and those that are coming after them, for some
years to come, must discard long-standing notions about
'Higher Education'; notions that incapcitate them for
adjusting themselves to common tasks or for starting at
the beginning. In brief they must discard the notion
that the function of education is to fit eveiybody into
a white collar job and formal clothes and serve them as
passports to the socialities of life. V/hat they must do,
if they expect to move forward, is to acquire an under-
standing of the realities which confront them.
Education rightly understood and properly applied ought
to enable them to do it." -^^
This is indeed wholesome advice. If these facts are emphasized in the
schools they would go far inculcating the right attitudes and understand-
ings and would inspire pupils to go out and make a life. In a desire to
elevate himself through education the Negro must come to a realization of
the importance of this assertion:
"The earnest cooperation of those immediately responsible
for the program of studies in Kegro high schools would
suffice to make available for Negro youth—as is coming
increasingly to be true in the cai^e of vrhite youth
—
considerably more opportunity for definite vocational
trpiri.ng," ^
The statement refers to the high-school but the elementary school seems to
be also a desirable and necessary place for definite vocational information
and training; since a large number of pupils never rer^ch the high-school.
15 "Norfolk Journal Guide", Newspaper, (June 17, 1933), Editorial.
16 Vi/ilkerson, D. W,, Programs of Studies in Accredited Negro High Schools,
in "The Virginia Teachers Bulletin, (March 1933)., p. 3,
{i
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There is yet a need in Negro Education for a philosophy which will place the
proper emphasis on real educational values aJid which will lead to effective
social pnd economic adjustments. The truth of the above is made clear by
Caliver who summarizes well the position of the Negro in the American life.
"In order to understand and appreciate the problems to be
discussed, it is necessaiy to give consideration to the
following important facts regarding the Negro in America:
First, that he represents a tenth of the population of
the country; second, that because of his previous
condition of servitude he bears an abnormal relation to
the social economy of the nation; third, that, despite
this abnormal relation, he is increasingly becoming an
important and essential factor in the economic system,
and an integral part of American life; and finally, as one
of the constituent elements of our social order, he is
required to meet without qualification all the standards
of our civilization with the same degree of accuracy,
speed, intelligence, and social-raindedness expected of
e-very other citizen."
^'^
Percentages of v/hite and colored pupils enrolled in the various curriculums by type and size of "statistical
schools- (W, y^hite; C, colored)
Group
Academic
(classical
and scien-
tific)
Commer- Manual Training Agri- Home Industrial
General cial training course for culture eco- or trade
teachers noraics
W C W C C W C W
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Type:
Reorganized.
.
.44.0 45. 4 45.0 44 .5 5.7 2 .5 1.6 2.7 0.09
42. 2 46.0 50 .1 4.3 1 .0 1.3 2.15 .05
Size:
I .47.0 59. 6 52.6 58 .4 .1
II .46.7 43. 5 52.2 55 .3 .3 .008 .03
Ill .49.4 44. 5 45.8 51 .5 1.5 .04 .07 .3 .1
IV .45.7 41. 2 44.5 52 .7 3.6 2 .8 .3 .2 .1
47. 5 45.4 50 .1 5.3 .7 .7 .5 .05
VI .38.4 43. 2 45.0 40.9 11.1 3 .0 4.0 5.9 .03
Total . , .44.5 43. 5 45.6 47 .8 5.1 1 .6 1.4 2.6 .07
11
0.1
.08
.2
.04
w C W C W C
12 13 14 15 16 17
0.6 0.5 1.8 3.7 0.7 0.5
o
.3 1.5 2.5 o. .9
.1 .7 .1 1.1
.2 .3 .5 .7
1.4 .7 1.4 2.1 .006 .5
l.S 1.1 2.6 1.7 .9
1.0 2.1 .7 .1
.1 h.O 5.2 .9 1.5
.8 •3 1.6 3.0 .4 .7
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CHAPTER IV.
THE MEASURE TO MICH THIS SCHOOL MEETS THE: SOCIAL
NEEDS OF PUPILS
Or::;8j:ization La^.'js in iviodern Theories and Practices
The movement for the reorganization of the American public school
system dates back to the latter part of the nineteenth century. Nevertheless,
we find to-day large numbers of schools still operating on the traditional
plan. These have not been influenced by the modem thoughts in education.
This is especially '-Tve of the f^'Vc- ti^-^- T ^f^f^f^inrs for the Negro nopulation
.
It has already been mentioned that undei- the segregated system of Southern
education Negroes always have poorer educational facilities than the v/hites, .
in the same communities. We n.re told that:
"Among the groups affected by an unequal distribution of
educational facilities in the States having separate
schools, the Negro is by far the greatest sufferer.
This disadvantage is pronounced at all levels of education,
and, of course, is accentuated at the secondary level." -'-
Under such a system of education Negroes must depend upon the sense of
faim.'^r'^ of the vhi+p off' c' ^l.F of t'^^pn r T^r^'^ective com^vrit'^ pr ^or '^n
equitable distribution 01 school opportunities. It is, therefore, vpry
uncertain what the future outlook is for Negro education and the reorganiza-
tion of his schools. Regarding the ideas and purposes underlying the
establishment of junior high schools, data secured from the annual report of
the Superintendent of Public Instruction for the year l931-?<-' sh^w that:
"There are ro accredited junior x-i^n schools lor i-egroes iii la''. The
city of Norfolk has two such schools for whites.
The School whose withdrawals Fere ii^vestl ''ated is located in ~?rtem
Virginia in the city of Norfolk; a city of about 155,000 in population
—
about 40,000 of whom are Negroes. This institution is known as the
1 "Secondary Education for Negroes by Ambrose Caliver, Bulletin, 1952, No.
17., Monograph No. 7. United States Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C, 1935., p. 110.
1(
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Booker T. iVashir.gton Intermediate School. It is composed of the seventh
and eighth jrades, over 1,100 pupils, k7 teachers with home rooms, 9 teachers
of industrial arts courses and one special class for older boys. Eight of
the nine industrial arts teachers are registerp"^ i-^ the four year accredited
high school and serve both divisions. The Ll^h ^cj.ool is housed in one wing
cf the building and is composed of ^5 teachers and about 1,100 pupils. Both
of there schools being in the South are segregated institutions. If it v/ere
not for the kindly disposed attitude of school officials tc.vard Negro
education, these agencies would be far from the fulfillment of their purpose,
While the Intermediate department cannot ' --^ compared v,dth the ones for the
whites in the same city, it is one of the best organized, equipped and
administered public institutions in the South for Negroes, \vhat it is doing
and has done to enlighten the colored population is worthy of praise.
Nevertheless, one cannot truthfully say that it is doing what it should nor
that its organization has kept pace with modem theories ajnd practices in
education.
V^ith the hope of describing distinctly the work of the vocational
trainin-'- offered to pupils of the high school and the s^'iecial class of this
school, I ciuote from an article by H. C. Yvright, instructor in Brickmasonry
:
"The School Board of the city of Norfolk, being in full
harmony with modern tendencies in vocational education,
made generous provision for trade instruction in the
Booker T. V.'ashington High School. The central part of
the building. .. .is set aside for vocational activities
... .On the ground floor will be found the following
shops: aiitomobile, cabinet making, general shop and
bricklaying. The second floor contains in addition to
the girls' activities, rooms for mechanical drawing and
related subjects. All shops are v/ell lighted and one
is spacious. Modern electrically operated machinery is
found in the cabinet department. Sewing, cooking snd
home-management ore continued through the high school
for those who elect Home Economics, The Y7ork in the

^6
Hi=''h School is elective.
Vocational Education -ras establisbed in 1.9^4, and
was designee? to meet the needs of those who have
entered vj;ru or are preparing to enter the vocations."
As has hf-'-r '^tated, the pchoo"*. '— - "ll-equipped '--t ig little
opportunity for pupils of the two elementary grades to enter the fields
described. The fort^'-five out of eleven-hundred who have this privilege do
net make the departnent serviceable. Pi^pils v^hc enter thr ' • school from
this division are not in ? position to make intelligent choices of the
oT^riortunities off'^red. This is due to the failure of organization to
provifie for vocational study end occupational information Y/hich vdll aid
pupils in making their choices. Under the present plan the following
s ituation err r t p
:
1. No provision for individual differences in general
organization.
2. Curriculum needs diversification and enrichment,
3. Modern ecuipraent necessary for present day method,
theories and practices are needed.
4. Too few choices in the field of vocations and choices
are limited' to too small 3 group.
5. Educational preparation of fifty per cent of teachers
too low* for sympathetic understanding of advanced efforts
in education.
6. No provision for study and instruction in. music, -^rt,
or drav/ing,
7. No standard program of physical education.
8. Classes are too large for individualized inst] uc L lgi: .
9. Instruction is not vitalized.
10. No guidance program:
a. Wo provision for individual or group guidance.
b. No provision for curriculum, nr occup^^ tionrl
guidance.
c. No provision for exploratory courses or
occupational studies.
d. No opportunity to discover pupils interests,
abilities and special talents.
IL, '.-TO -v-m pf t'"""t*!^'g.
It might be concluded from statements of the absence of some of the
most important factors in the a.drairistration of nublic education that the
£ Tright, K. C, "A Description of Vocational Training as Cff^red in the
Booker T. Washington High School, Norfolk, Va." in the Virginia Teachers
• Bulletin, (November 1930), p. 14.
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school hag rot been ^rratly affected hj the dynamic cnanc-'es of its time.
Speaking of the inadecuacie'- - - r.'' , i , v^- . ' - -i- Vr--- -. ; - r-f
deficiencies in facilities:
"flegroes can not meet the exacting standards of modern
civilization v.dth intelli,j;ence, skill, and courage,
-^nd Vopp pace with the tempo of American life vilth an
education which lags behind 10, 15 or ZO years." ^
In strr'ction T'r','?u:' ted to Corur.ijnity Needs
lie school is the chief creative institiition of the freee ' life,
As such it is the only agent to which society night look '^A.cn
fro^ .' " it^ T'" con .'^ t " t"i o'^ . ",n''Tf!^"'PS '"ot'^' ''oit>^t
citizeris than any other social :.tgency it i^est opporti:irjity to
influence their lives. The public school ¥fap estnblished and is :red
that 'dividv^"'- -- ' +. ve an opportv^' ' ^ -^ +
and happy living.
Two years ??'^o the St^te of Vir'^inia under the State Superintendent of
Public Instructio-
,
Hall, l...unched a program for the revision of
the curriculum. The failure of instruction to meet the needs of pupils is
evidenced by the purpose of this program: ^
"The purpose of this bulletin can be best understood when
the major objectiv'^'^ of V'o Strte Curr ' culTim ^r-c-r^^r. rre
held in mind.
These purposes are:
1. To improve classroom instruction in Virginia by
encouraging teachers, through the study of curriculum
problems, to provide children with richer and more
purposeful experiences in the class-rooraj
2. To aid teachers in developing division of local
courses of study especially adanted to their own needs.
5. To develop State courses of study."
These objectives bespeak the urgent need for a program of educational
methods and instruction more suitable to pupils' social, civic sv.d economic
3 Caliver, Ambrose, op. cit., p. 110.
4 Bulletin State Board of Education, op. cit., f. 5. Ch. 1.
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eeds. If the inadeouacies suggested apply to schools for the whites; and
they do; the need for rrvision <->:&, the currierInm of Pe^ro inpt5-tuticr s mi'-ht
he taken for --rf^jabed. Plegarding the second aim it can be stated as a fact
that schools for the latter are badly in need of division or local courses
f study especially adapted to the rir^dr of ' v nnn-'-vr'' t' •^r , ? ^^^'o^l
s ' ot an exception to this ne^^d.
The records of this school show that between September 13S3 and
ebruary 1954, one-hundre^'' ^^^''^ f'-rr 'rpils dropped out. T'^"^ '• i.r b^^r r
part of the citizenry sjid Hegro population. Most of them left unequipped
for the rpp'^onpibilitiec of citizenship, '"'heir i^rp':'ent soctpI -^or-' t\ov is cr
indiethicnt c.^u^inst the offerings ux the school .xd dio fcccleby Li bo v.hieb
they vere bom. The investigation of the writer in the ney' ,er is "
verj^ rpli?''^le ?arapling of the "^rerent category of the mr-^.jority cf those who
have Left durinj the ex-istence of the school. The irive£ti_,a.tion of D. A.
V.'ilkerson, Virginia State College for Negroes is indicative of the fact
that too many pupils 1" " 1-,^^-^,.^ t>p" -i-c ppni p--'' for Life:
"The large proportion of students enroll? he early
years is suggestive of the extent of out of
these schools. Even more significant regard
is the percer.ta/e each years' enrollment, Is of the first
year. It is., .that out of every one-hundred stl'^p-^^
v,'ho enter the firrt year of the^e high schools or -
seventy-two regain to the second ye-s-T, Nearly one^half
have dropped out by the third year, and only forty-p'
remain for the fourth year. Put thirty of the one-
hundred graduate.
It is obvious from these findings that these schools
are serving students one-fourth of v/hcm drop out after
the first year, one-half of v/hom attend for only tv/o
years, and fewer than one-third of whom gradup^p. This
fact is significant in an evaluation of their us
of studies." ^
5 ilkerson. '"^^'-^ ram of Studies in iiccredited liegro "i^''^ FcItooIs".
op. cit., r.
(
£9
The firdirgs reported above place greater responsibility upon the
el^r.entary section of Ke'T^ e^i^crticn. They fv^-f-^'-v challenge this sect-ir-n
to shoiiider its responsibilities of roviding adec;uate facilities for
holding students over a longer period.
Regarding this school, it is in many of its r rrvri>^-ro cti"' '' t"*^- -^itional.
As has been stated, only about forty boys out of ever 1,100 pupils have an
opportunity to select from the three trades imder the head .of vocational
training. There are no such opportunities for girls. All pupils must
attend industrial arts classes once each week; the girls sewing, cooking
and home-manageraent snd the boj^^s sloyd and mechanical drawing. The vrork
nere is approached from a cultural rather than a vocational point of vlev.
.
[n the strict sense of the term "Vocational" this opportunity is offered to
Less than fifty boys each term. In other v/ords this snecial class is
Limited to fifty members.
In the trades the masonry and automobile shops are the most practical.
operation as the others. Cabinet-making has entered the field of large
scale manufac tilring and is done by machinery. It is believed that this shop
would be of greater service to pupils and the commir'iih Instruction was
centered around carpentry, house repairing and the building of small homes.
In the "Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education" it is stated that:
"Secondary Educaticn should be determined by the needs of
the society to be served, the character of the individuals
to he educated. ..." ^
In order to make its vocational department more useful to ^unils and more
serviceable to society the school must take the time to make surveys of the
community in order to determine its needs.
6 "The Cardinal Principles of Secordary 'Education", p. 7.
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The proportion to which this institution is meeting the social needs
of niirils r<.nd the locality Is hetter understood through a. stixly of some
vital factors omitted from its program:
1. There is no formal instruction designed to develop
race consciousness, self-esteem and racial confidence.
a. Social studies do not provide opportunities
for adequate systematic study and understanding of
the history and problems of the Negro in American
Civilization.
b. No inspiration that Negro youths so sorely need
and mi^ht obtain through acouaintance v;ith Negroes
who have achieved.
fi. Vocational opportunities shoiild be opened to all.
a. Opportunities limited to too few.
b. Other non-academic work is cultural and not
vocational.
c. The habit of encouraging only failures and
dull pupils to enter trf?^e de^oartments.
5. No programs for social ce tLcr'.i&nt.
a. No adequate program of physical education.
b. No adeouate program for civic education.
c. No place in the program or facilities for
clubs and extrn-curricul? acf^vlties.
Other inadeouacies in the school's program are mentioned in the first
section of this chapter and should be studied along with those named above.
The deficiencies in the curriculum are also better understood through a
study of the subject matter offerings in the last section of this chapter.
It is very clear that this school needs to institute a program of
studies which will better serve the needs of this community. One that will
help to raise the standard of life and work among the colored population.
The necessity for such chan^-es is clearly understood and the situation
frankly presented by the editor of a Negro weekly paper v;ho writes that:
"Norfolk has more than a normal quota of slums and
unfortunately, some of them border on one or more
of our city's main arteries of traffic It is
easy, therefore, for strangers in the city to get
a good picture of what rs to be a dreadful
slum situation . " 7
7 "Journal ond Guide" newsn? ;.er, Norfolk, Va. (December ^5, 195S) , Editorial
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The condition described is an indictment against the health offerings of our
city schools and Uie community in general. It shows that health ^--trvntion
is not being vitalized. This situation might be attributed to the fact that
the schools have failed to influence these slum-dwellers toward healthy
living or have fallen in —"or-n-p-r- them economically to live -hrv
such conditions. On the same point I.. 0. Saunders, editor of the Elizabeth
City, Korth Carolina, "Independent" a much traveled and close student of
city living conditiors, made the following statement:
"I have never beheld anyv'here in America such v.'retched
tenements as abound in the section of Norfolk given
over to its Negro populetion." ^
It is very clear that the school is serving in a very meager way its
purpose as a public institution. We are told by one that:
"Modern education purposes to enable the youth to be free
to develop sjid to contribute his best to his day and
generation;.... free to contribute the utmost possible to
his family, to hir corrmjvttj , nrc! to his state." ^
WTien pupils on leaving meet the above requirements, we can then truthfully
assert that this educational agency is keeping pace with modern theories
and practices and that it is meeting the social needs of pupils and of the
community.
PRESETS T ORGANIZATION AND CURPICULUM
Below is the organization and program of studies of the public school
discussed in this chapter. As to organization it might be pointed out that
the time allotted to classroom instruction is too short for successful
results. This time should be extenc^ed to at l-^ast fifty minutes. The
school day then would close at three o'clock instead of two-thirty.
The program of studies is evidence of the inadeouacies already
mentioned. It presents clearly the absence of many vital socializin? and
~8 Saunders, W. 0., (Speech) in "The Ilorfolk -Virgin ian Pilot" (Dec. 18,1955)
9 Gillin, Dittmer and Colbert, op. cit., p. 573
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educational factors. The omission of these leave a program that is bare,
di sin tere sting and monotonous.
0r2:anization
Grades 7th and 8th.
Number of pupils 1,150 plus.
Number of classes 26 regular and 1 Boy's Vocational.
Number of teachers (Home room). 27 and 1 clerk.
Teachers of Industrial Arts 9
Average pupils per class About 41
Semi-departmental
,
Promotion: two times i^er year.
Number of periods: 7. Length: 40 minutes.
Pecess 30 minutes.
School day begins at 9:00 A. M,
Dismissal 2:50 P. M.
Program of Stiidies
7B 7A SB 8A
lilathematics 5 Mathematics 5 Mathematics 5 Mathematics 5
3ealth Education 4 Health Education 4 Health Education 4 Health Education4
i'lay 1 Pl£.y 1 Play 1 Play 1
yierican %story 5 American History 5 American History 5 Industrial Hist.
5
Geography 5 Geography 5 Geography 5 Geography 5
fnglish 5 English 5 English 5 English 5
jiterature 6 Literature 5 Literature 5 Literature 5
Shops Boys.
Mechanical
drawing or
Sloyd 1 1 1 1
Jirls: seizing,
cooking or
home-manage-
ment 1 1 1 1
^Sw^embly 1 1 1 1
33 33 33 53
In the above program of studie re not offered.
Health education tokes the form of Vvord training. One shop period is eaual
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to two of the regular ores. The special vocational class spends two and
one-half hoi^rn T r ')' 7 i"- rhops.
It is self-evident that such a curriculum is not serving the interest
of puidls or of the coinrawity and should be revised to meet the demands of
a dynajnic social order.
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CHAPTER V.
THE STA'RIS OF WITHDRA7fALSj AS EVIDENCED BY SURVEY
REFLECTS A NEED FOR CHANGE IN ORGANIZATION AMD CURRICULUM
The failure of any institution to '- ^>ie adjustment of individuals
to society classes it and its efforts as useless burdens upon the public.
Social institutions falling ir* this cate^jory should either be readjusted to
serve ueefi^l purposes or be eliminated, rliv measure to v/hich a civic agency
is fulfilling its purpose is indicated by the status of the individuals who
have come under its influence.
The school is designed to fill a definite place in the civic order. If
citizens who have come under its direction are failing in successful living,
it is a warning for this education- 1 " strument to tal-^ -tnr^k its
offerings with a view of rendering better and more purposeful service. The
school of my reference falls in this category. However, of the authors of
"Social Problems" have stated:
"What is said about its problems is in no sense a
criticism of the army of devoted men and women who
are ad-ninistering it...."
The school takes its place naturally in a situation V'-hich calls for
adjustments. The investigation of one-hundred pupils who dropped out for
one renron or another shows that the institution has not functioned in
preparing thera for useful citizenship. The purpose of the survey was to
ascertain the social, educational and economic position of these withdrawals
and t^'ose r.f t'^'^-i-^ "r'-rits. It further v.v-r-rrri to sugge.-t C'"f"Ticulum in
keeping with their social, educational and vocational opportunities. It is
hoped that such a curriculum mi-ht hold pupils lon-'er and prepare them
better for a higher stsndard of life 8.nd work.
1 Gillin, Dittmer and Colb'^rt, oy . cit.
.,
574.
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Investi.t^s tion Fesnlts
The ds.ta reported were sec^-^P'^ through the cueEticr^- 1 -rp '-o+hnr!. The
facts were recorded through personal interviews with v/itharav/als. i'hese
interviev/s were conducted by persons selected for the purpose and others who
volunteered their services. Pupils v/ere interviewee - - could be found
and dependent upon their willingness to be questioned. The one-hundred cases
recorded are scattered over a period from 1914 through 1955 (Table 1)
.
Table 1. Distribution of Withdrawals by years
Year : Male , Female , Total : Per Cent
1914 : 1 1 : 1
1917 : 1 : 1
1921 : 5 : 5 : 5
1926 ! *c 2 ! (L
1927 : 5 ( 5 : 5
1923 .: 4 7 : 7
1929 I: 2 5 7 : 7
1950 -: 7 9 16 : 16
1951 7 3 : 15 : 15
1952 9 9 1^ : 18
1955 • 14 \1 r-5 ! 25
Totals: 52 : ^3 : l^'O : I'-^O
The majority of these cases are of pupils most recently on the roll of
eliminations. It was easier, therefore, to locate and contact these. This
rc^T^ts for the large nupit^T-- ^^ocorded for the "'-^^t -^^vt -r-Trc-. t+- ]_q ^lot
to be taken to mean that elimination was greater in these years than in
previous ones.
7.'hy puoils withdrew . Fducators for years have pondered over reasons
why pupils leave school before completing the offerings provided for them,
ulany causes have been given but these differ vith individual institutions
and communities. Some hr;ve attributed ..r- xDoor articulation and others to
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the lack of differentiation. Regardless of the cause we do knovi' that
hundreds of pupils leave school every year without the needed preparation
for useful service. Douglas states that:
"Elimination begins, however, as early as the fourth and
fifth grades and great inroads are made upon the school
population during the sixth and seventh grades. One of
the major problems of secondary education lies in the
determination of the causes of elimination, so that
remedial measures may be taken." ^
This statement is signific.ant and especially so when It is considered in the
light of this school J since it is composed of the seventh and eighth tirades.
The offerings here should be made so attractive that they will invite the
attendance of pupils completing the work of the six grade, thus gaining theii
•^r>e-p"ce in tho -pv^ritii '-^- rle ^-nd holding them through th^ el -hth. The
causes for leaving are pro trayed by table II.
Table Percentages of principals najning factors considered of first
importance in causing poor attendance, according to size of schools.
(Survey schools)
Factors named
Size groups
I. .
.
II. ,
III,
IV. ,
V. .
VI. ,
fc of total
Work 1^,pother Distonce Poverty 111:^'"^'" Parental Traini'\__'
indiffer- tovni
ence
2 5 4 5 . 6 7 8
52.0 5.2 5.2 11.4 6.2 16.6 2.0
63.9 8.2 13.1 3.2 11.4
52.9 3.5 4.7 8.2 16.4 14.1
43.4 3.0 30.3 9.0 9.0
41.6 53.5 8.3 8.5 8.3
26.6 3.3 30. Q CO . O 15.3
.--163 10 14 49 53 . 43 3
51.4 3.1 4.4 15.4 10.4 13.5 .9
10
1.0
Co tal
rrhnnl.
11
96
Gl
«5
2 Dougla&E, A. A.., "Secondary Educaton"., Hou?hton Mifflin Co. , Boston. 1927
p. 43.
Table from Caliver, Ambrose, op. cit., p. 55., table 22.

T're table on the preceding page from the survey of Secondary Education
for ^^e^rces by AmbroEe Cf liver tends to substantiate the fact that
elimination or poor attendance is caused by financial difficulty. The table
plfiir^ly shows that TOrk and r-overt'" T^aVe up the largest total of the factors
r.' :ier^-. This indicates c.s r;r-£ beer eugjested that pupils must leave school
to shoulder their own economic responsibilities or stop to aid parents who
face firarcial difficrltie s . The facts of this table end thpt of table 11
pre indicative of the iact thot the matbcr of making a living furnishes
Negro parents and their children one of their most difficult problems.
Table II. Distribution of ^Uthdrawals by Causes
Cai'ses : Male : Female : 'T'otal : Per C°nt
H'^alth ; 7 : 7 : 7
Finsncial Condition : 16 I! U : ^7 : 1:7
F?iled 4 !! 5 : 9 9
Lack -of Interest in
School Work : 4 : : 6 : 6
iVork too Hard
Disliked School : 7 3 : 10 : 10
School did ret offer
desired v/ork : 4 ; : 6 : 6
Final' cial Condition
of family : 14 17 : 51 ! 51
[ndifference - t'I < : k
Dther Reasons
Carriage : ? c ,
,Tptals : 52 : 48 : LOO : 100
Table II snov/t: Li^at over fifty p'-r cent of uxjose dropped left
because of financial difficulties. This might be indicative of the fact
that the economic condition of Ke rerts does not riprmit thpm to "^ive
to t'^eir childr-' the advantage of ever ' ?. education. It further
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sugge^^ts that before pupils ere properly prepared for Life they must help
to pboulder family financial responsibilities. If this is not the case
they are forced to assume their ovm financial obligations. It is impossi-
ble for them to do either one of these and remain in school.
It was found that there were only ten families out of the one-hundred
represented in rhich both parents did rot work daily or sou^-ht employment.
It is clear thr;t the eam.ir'Ts of the ninety heads of families were not
sufficient and had to be supplemented by the employment efforts of their
mates. However, in the face of the above situation, I believe that many of
the^e rtnd'^Titr v'onld ^r^.vf= renai^'ed Ion "'er if t-^e schools' of^^er re-
sented some hopeful outlook for better social adjustments. Due to the
absence of important socializing and educational elements cited in the
preceeding chapter, pupils' interests r^re 'ft aroused ncr - ^lade
accuainted with their opportunities and possibilities. This might account
for the small number answering the inquiry, "School did not offer desired
Tvork". This assertion from The C>^-'*-''' Principles of Secondary Education
mijht aid us in our efforts todeterraine the causes of elimination:
"The nuraber of years that pupils continue in school beyond
the compulsory school age depends in a large measure upon
the degree to which they and their parents realize that
school work is worth while. .. .Probably in most communities
doubt regarding the value of the work offered causes more
pupils to leove school than economic necessity." ^
There is much truth in this statement, nevertheless, it is also a fact that
thp economic factor > -^v^ ' ery important -^t in the elimination of 'Negro
pupils and affords their fajnilies one of their most difficult problems.
Pre*: en t ages and ages at withdraw^al . The "Virginia Compulsory School
Attendance Lav/" extends from age seven throus'h fifteen. From the annual
3 "^'-p Cardinal 'J-^vo' i,-^ . Cp^,.,. ^--^,,^.,^4 n ^ - ^ t. , . 17
.
, FcVTIT.
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report of the Superintendent of Public Instri;ction for the school year
1.^51-:"^, it' is reen th.it cut of every ore-hfn'5red children vrho enter the
first ^;jrade, of the elementary school, ten continue on to high school....^
This presents the fact that ninety pupils out of p.ver^r one-hundred drop out
before they reach the high* school. This leaves one to conclude t
withdra^vals referred to in the superintendent's report, left before fulfill-
ment of the school attendance Ism or soon afterwards. The prerrent age and
ages at withdrawal of pupils in the writer's survey -^resented in
Table III.
Table III. idrawals by Present ages and Ages at ?Jithdrawal
Pre.^^ent r^ze snd numbpr. ;; A,g:es at withd rawal ar-^ m-ni^pr
Age: Male : Female :. Total : Per Cent :
!
. Male ; Female : Total: - cr v .nt
15 : : ; : 2 4
14 • 1 ' r 3 : 3 : : 6 IL . 12
A 6 : 6 : : kO 16 56 : 56
16 ' 14 3 17 : ! 10 : 19
17
.
11 14 ; 14 7 : 9 16 16
13 :: 10 • 5 : 15 i 15 : 4 : 3 7 :: 7
19 - 5 • 8 : 15 15 c 1 ;: 3 : 3
iO . 5 A : 9 9 : 1 r.< 3
^1 • ^ n : 9 9
f c
f <. : 3 ' '6 6 : 6
C "
( r c» o t 5
> 2
^7 1 : ! 1 1
T. : 5"r : 48 : 100 ! 100 : 5'^ : 48 : 100 : 100
The above table shows that over ^i-" -' r r,''-^ . -ir;^ils
dropoed left at the age of fifteen, nbout the r ame number withdre?*- at
sixteen and seventeen. It is plainl that over two-thirds of them
left as soon " ' '— i--^^ ' 'v '->^ts of the school attendajice law had been
fulfilled. These facts should be of m.ajor importance to rents and
especially to city and state school officials. The find' uld be
4 "The Virjirir, Teac-ers Bulletin", (?iivrch 1955) Irpide crver
.
r
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' cbalienje tc i.e'^^ro pfrerts and v^ho are interested'' ' education
rd social im- v'- • rv-^r. fhis cor-^v:- ' +•."• f.r - -|-,- rnr - r.^..io--c ?r the
'resent compulsory school attendance lav/.
Toble ITI fi^rt^pr sbowp that sixty Is at
the time of the turv&y, ^ ere between the n-^i--^- ^-.^t '-^nty-onej
'er cert of them were under sixteen. Their employment and
economic rtrti''?^ f'^^rhle V-Vl) '>at ^'^vrrty-fivp i^pr ce^t 'i th
rd the vigor oi' ./oubh with no proiiU.uLe occupaticn or ere 1
")0s5tic! . ces them in the category of the host of untrained workers
r r.
-|-^ > (- .- r- -f',/-, 1"' (->T c- •
"Cci'iBe'.ajer tly, ioost of our boys ^-ind -'iris look out unon the
confu sin - changin - 1 1 + +,•• -Vc r^ f narr*-^- ' ^ " ^ i r d
occupati' '.tches stry ' ;
throu^'h an awkwo.rd trial— ;, ''^beek ohe jobs
that pay". V,h- h ill the^ ' - " - T-r
fortunate erci acquire
covTse of wanderliiri, from one Job to uioUier.
^pr - - "lary Yrrr^r ' 'T . I..- '
—
'' e 'ob tC' - •'^
voc: L^o.....L .Luti;. + they nni.^ l-ave
remained in school with 2;reate to themselves. The sincerity of
ti-rir
-irewer is ("uestionablp "hen it is r? sixty '~>'=t" cpnt of
them repressed a desire to return to school, .y^-t no one hac Cone so to the
date of this survey. This is indee 'tment he ability of the
citizens bo the point of making them believe that it vvas worth while to
return.
Educational expectation . The influence of the institution and its
curriculum are questionable in the light of the educational outlook of these
students. Their precent condition forces us to think of the educational
5 Gillin, Dittv fr • C(-1--T t, r . cit. , . '-^7
.
rt
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instrument in a way similar tc
rs?erti'" j-r- - - -t-'-p. cola.
!.ed by Secretary T^'allcce in his
"As a matter of fact, many of us are beginning to Y/onder
if the col'' - - ' are as vital as they should
be -^urr crship to pnable the youth of
t jQ graooie in an advent^
rtL.-.. -es of the eoming day." ^
Tr bli^ IV discloses the educati
'Iso suggests that many of them f
reaching their contemplated aims.
uch- cl:
s. It
1 tmen ' t
"^X'''ected to finish ^^i^'h FC^'^Ool : • x^ected to finish college
".l-^le : Fe'nsle : Total :
: c6 : 68 : G3' ; : 1< : 10 : ^. f^ : t-.k.-
' >- r'-tf " tr possible
le : Female : Total : Per Cent
10 inn
The conclusion drav/n ^ the disc- ' ' 'e
ovrr "irbr T^.er cent '"ilrcpd t^Pir ^oo.l to achieve the hi^h ''chool course;
only ten per ce ' ':he first year of the high school. Les.i than
flvr npr cent completed the second year. ' ' r c^n^ ' to finish
high school. Their v-re^^ent
outlook Tiust be extremel
r .0 7 '.'-r-'-i f-.han to . ..vc
• nd turned them out unor^
1 1
s (Ttble }'T) after such hopeful educytionsl
Oould not the school
'
-
obscur'^'^ ^v;_.;iLut
-".-..9

V. The jimployment StetvE of V^ithd^
(100 cases)
Fraployed
[ule Fe'nale
i. er Cent
Male le
No : Yer : : Z r f : ; ' f ' : ;
: 17 : IR : 67.5 : '^.7 : 55.4 : ^6.6
Table VI. I'he Economic ctati ithdrawals
r holly
In Part
l.holly tiep
r 16
: 19
endent : 17
: 50 . 8 :
: 36.5 :
: 52.7 :
9 : 19 : ^5 :
: ^,7 : :
: 54 : " :
5S
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Totals : 5^ : 100 : : ISr : :
A rev lev; of table V \;ili iat fifty-one per cent of wit''
are employed. This at a glance is gratifying, but close observers will
.-r>.- vr-^ by table VI that whilr r r->- I, ''-em are employed,
only tv;enty-five per cent are wholly s* - oorting. The v ' '.ng
seventy-five per cent are dependent wholly or in --^rt upon the efforts of
others for subsistence. Our bre? ten or disa '
our future citizens are prepared, each to bear his own citizen^' '
responsibilities
.
Faia'-ly ^ U: b'^s. rhe authors of "Slo:.-: L Jro- lems" tr " ' • - t:
"Thpre are at least two income hazards that are ever-preeent
causes for anxiety for the ~ er's family: (1)
adequacy of the income for mf ^ of a growing
family, and for givin.; them the necessities c.nd comforts
' regarded as essential for "the American standard of living",
and (<) regularity of income to enable the fejnily ' - - t
lion?: without alternatincr periods of deiorivation nty
.
1 1 -
,
r-t+-..r and Colbert, o . clt., •. .
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The economic factor is one upon which educational progress depends. For
-ppri :-p c^ive to their childrf^ri p'^ucation--''l ^^vmi tages they must
sacrifice much or be able financially to do so without the accompanying
inconveniences. The present status of the Negro and his economic problems
were presented in chapter tvro. It was cited that it ir ' ,'.-r.f ;^- ^^
pressing problem for the masses of them to egrn even their daily bread.
This leaves one to conclude +h?+ fr-r thp educstioi^ of their children there
is little or i.ot. .ing left af t^i- I'c. , shelter and clothing e re provided.
This perhaps accounts for the large number giving financial condition as
t'^eir rpsr.on for Ip-nvi^ school. (T^Mp TT) .
As h; s been disclosed, the investigation shov/ed that in ninety farailies
out of the one-hundred both parents worked daily or sought employment. This
is excli r'l'v'^ evidence of ':''e f-r-^ f.i— + +,Vp f-fVo-p'p -t.^^- nnpi fr'p-prt
for family needs and pre by necessity supplemented by the daily efforts of
their wives. This situation ta'':es both parents ay:ay from home and leaves
the children to rear themselves, while parents struggle to su^;ply bhera " ith
the absolute necessities of life. The v,'ordE of one writer exactly describe
the conditions growing out of such a plight: "The cry here is that the
Q
family has lost its Job." Such a condition should awaken the interest of
all social-minded citizens for, "The family is eminently the training-ground
for fut^ire citizens and much of thlp office Y-'f hpen lo-^t h-'^ ---rertp." ^
Another factor which adds much to the finrmcial burdens of the families of
these pupils is the state of dependency of their children. (Table VII).
3 GiLlin, Dittraer and Colbert, op,cit., :. 277,
9 Ibid., p. k77.
cJ
Table VII. Distribution of Families of Withdrawals according to Age of
Oldest and Yoimi^est Child
A A
.
Oldest Child louneegt Child
Age ; Number ; Per Cent : : Age : Number : Per Cent
13 •: 1
—.
—
: 1 : 1 : 1 1
14 1 ! 1 : ? : 1 1
3 : 3 : 3 : 1 1
16 • 9 : 9 4 : :
17 ! : 6 5 : 5 ! 3
18 • 13 : 15 6 3 t)
19 10 10 7 4 4
6 : 6 5 5
&.1 : 10 : 10 9 : 6 ; 6
2? : 6 : 6 . 10
.
IG : 16
<;3 ; 5 : 5 11 : 8 : 8
^4 . 3 3 : 12 : 9 : 9
o c <(Ld ! > A : 15 7 , "7
; 5 ! 5 : 14 8
£7 • 1 1 15 ! 7 : 7
• 3 16 ; 6 : 6
^9 : n<- cI : 17 : 5 : 5
3S . r- , r: <, : 18 : 4 : 4
54 3 : 3 19 :
35
.
1 : 1 :
36 : 1 : 1 : 21 : 2
38 : 1 : 1 r e> iC : 2
39 " 1 . ]_ . 2 3 : 2
40 :: ? . r> <-
43 1
Totals 100 ! 100 : 100 : 100
rCable VII shows that over fifty ^or cent of the oldest children of
the families represented are lender twenty-'tv/o years of age. Seventy per
cent of the youn '^st ""d rr'^-i'Solf b^p ^''/^F<^t v- •-^p^'"'"' 1
guidance is needed for the right point of view regarding life and its
purposes. At these ages the young need guidance s.nd discipline as they do
rot ^'•^pf/ the pv^-l- ' nmanity ^^'^ '"•-ipir character is not -" '^et sts.ble.
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The necessity of family guidance is affirmed by one who asserts that:
"As yet. ... we are sure only that we are in a period of
change that is as yet maladjustment. If these family
ties loosen v/e must find substitutes for them." '^^
In the situations mentioned the school is the logical agency to serve as a
substitute for the home in the care of those undirected boys and girls who
are now in school. It should provide such guidance and aids f.s will help
them to make the right social adjustments. The follo^'ancf r^nort describes
v/'ell the situation among Negroes:
"Poor housing, overcrowding, high rents and mothers at
y/ork in homes and factories v/ith consequent neglect of
their children all affect the educational problem. A
detailed study of the home conditions, study habits,
vocational interest, and social recreational, moral and
religious life of 154 Negro girls in a segregated jrnior
'.ligh school shoT;ed, among other facts, that 49 per cent
lac'-:ed normal parental relationshi^->s j that IB per cent
returned at the end of the school day to vacant homes
because their mothers were at work; that the number of
rooms in their homes averaged eight-tenths of a room
per person; and that their parents w^^re often unable bo
assume proper supervision over their social, recreational
.... life. The conclusions reached rere that problems
exist which need handling through a carefully planned
program of guidance; that this program must include a
school guidance staff which knows intimately all factors
in the girls out-of-scbool environment, that this program
must involve vocational guidance, the health of the girls,
the club life within school, and the recreational life
outside. ..." 11
The families of these withdrawals (parents and children) represent a
total of fiv^-V>undred and forty-nin'= ii"-HvT -^ir^lp ''T'^hle VIIl).
Table VIII . Humber of persons in each family and the number of each type.
ho, in
Family : 2 : 5 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : 10-13 :
No. ir
each
type : b :1R :16 :kl :13 : 9 :1? : F. : 5 : ^lo. families 100
Total
Ko. Persons 6:54 :64:105 :73 :P3 I'.^fi:?? : 58 : Vo. Per-r.ns 549
10 Gillin, rittiner and Colbert, Oj . cit., p. ^77.
11 "The Elementary-- School Journal" (November 1929)., p. 195.
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(In Treble VITI the number in each type represents the percentage also).
The r.ver&ge family reported in this survey consisted of five and five-tenths
persons. It was further revealed that the one-hundred families representing
these five-hundred and forty-nine persons occupied a total of four-hundred
and eighty-eight rooms or less than rine-tenths of a room per person,
(Table IX).
Table IX. The number of rooms to the home and the number of
occupying each type.
families
Number of
rooms per
house
: I i 2 : 5 ! 4:5: 6: 7: 8:9: 10:
Number of
houses : : : cO : 19 : ^5 : £3 : 4 : 5:1: 1 : 100
Total
rooms : 7: : : 60 ; 76 :1^5 : 138 : 28 : 40 : • 10 : 488
I iumber of house: c C - ecuals the jjer cent of e-ich.
Table X shov.'s that cf the number ci larailies occupying there homes
seventy-eight per cent of them pay rent. This table further shows that
over sixty "^"'^ c^rt of t'^'er e h^'pr^ ''o ''^•^v^ 'r th^n 'lod'^T'r c'^^V'^'^5_^''^0'^f'
and improvements necessary to health, safety and a wholesome social
environment. The educational equipment and general setting are not
conducive to high ideals of living nor are they stimulating to the intellect.
The inability of families to earn substantial incomes might be considered as
reasons why they hvve been unable to becr^me home owners. The absence of the
pro;^.er educational :'nd social bac .jroun J.s g evidenced by their educational
ecuipment and social surroundings might also be important factors in
obscuring their visions to high ideals of life and v/ork. The rent paid for
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these homes ranged from tv/o to fivR dollirs "^er vveek. The rent for the
majority being two and three dollars. Table X reveals still furt'^'er that
these dwellings are much in keeping with a description given by W.O. Saunders
i
"I have never beheld ajiywhere in America such wretched
tenements as abound in the section of Norfolk given over
to its Negro population." 1^
This condition might rot be attributed alone to the factors mentioned but in
part to the lack of attention p-n-l inter-^rt t^-^ ~^rt r^^' r'+.^r *"ic'^. '^Is in
the growth and development of Negro sections a.nd the lack of a fair distribu-
tion of the economic opportunities to Negroes as well as to the whites.
Table X. The Physical Eouipment
and Convenience of Pomes.
Library
Magazines
Newspapers
Running ICater
Running Water and Bath
Homes Yvithout Bath
Inside Toilet
Outside Toilet
Toilet (No water)
Electric Lights
Oil Lajnps
Pay Rent
Do not pay rent
Automobile in the Family :
19
52
51
79
23
67
51
69
5
40
60
78
?2
20
Educational status of families . Aubrey A, Douglass states that:
"There is a considerable correspondence between the
amount of education received by parents and the amount
received by their children. There are, of course, majiy
exceptions to the rule
On the whole, however, the correspondence exists."
This statement is significant when we think of it in the light of social 3.nd
educational improvemort<- . raise the educational standard the level among
12 Saunders, 0., loc. cit.
13 Douglass, A. A., of. cit., p. <40.
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the masses "nust rlso be raised. To io t^is there must be a move upward for
each nev'/ generation. If no effort is made in this direction grov/th tends
to stop or progress veiy slowly. Regarding the tendency related by Douglass|
C. E. Holly says that:
"It menns that there is a continuity, and perhaps at times,
en intensification through generations, of the tastes,
prejudices, traditions, ideals end standards rhich make
m the social life of a home."
Table XT, Distribution of 'Aithdrawals, Parents and other Children in the
Family by School Grades Complet'^'^.
Grade ! Father :, Mother ; Vv'ithdrawals : Other Children : Total :
i_
! U : 2
1 4 1 : 7 ! 12
o
<-
1
.
i- 1 : 24
5 6 5 : 18 : 27
4 8 9 19 ! 35
5 ;: 13 15 20 : 48
6 9 'h 6 37 • 60
7B r\ : Z2 13 . o5
7A ;: 7 10 \ 15 28 • 60
SB ; : m . 20
8A : 15 1^ 19 : 20 . 64
Hi.S. i
1 :: 2 : 7 : 11 13 ' 33
2 ! 10 5 : 4 : 8 27
3 3 5 3 11 : 20
4 : 10 9 15 TA
College !
1 5 7 . 12
2 5 r 1 : 6
5 1 : 2 7
4 : 1 cC 5
8 3 > %j 14
Totals !! 100 : 100 100 : 249 • 549 :
In Table XI it is cle^. r ^st of these dropped pupils reached
grades beyond those of their parents. This might be attributed to:
"....the undoubted tendency for parents to provide foT*
their children a little better education than they themselves
14 This cuotation is in A. t. Dovglass' "Secondary T^^'uc t
15 Douglass, A. A., op. cit. n. 240.
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Grades achieved by the younger children might rot furnish very much
information beyond the fact this is their present classificatior . - ;r
c.jes (Table VII) hov/tver, lead one to conclude that a creditable number is
still in school.
Fegardi'" ' ^ "ixation and social environment of parents, it was found
that there existed a close correlation between the amount of education and
the nu-^lity of there fact-^rs. The most advanced in education vere ^f^me
ovr.erf.' or i^aid the i..i^he£;t rent. Their hemes were equipped with modem
conveniences which added to comfort, health and safety and also contained
,Tome literature rf ^^ edvc^.t"' onsl r.Ttvre. Or th'^ y^rl^i^ fi^pyp ^rro-pp indica-
tions of a desire for a higher and better mode of life and v^ork.
Qccur-iational Status . There are times when certain pupils do not profit
by atterdance at school. In such cases it is better for them to leave and
go to vv-ork, that is, they Vifill profit more by employment than school work.
The employment situation among v;ithdrawals (Table V) shows that "ost of them
are not profitably enga-^ed nor are they prepared for em^loTTnent possibilities
i.iost of those who ;.re v.or'<:ing hevG been on their i?reser t ^obs less than one
^^ear. Twenty-eight of them have had two different jobs, fourteen have had
three ^nd five h^ve had four. Twc^t"' ''^id not -^UFwer thi^ ruestior'. Tyi^ical
of their best oaying jobs are:
Delivery boy
Laundress
Factory wrk
Sewing
Printing
Errand boy
Cooking
Drug Store Delivery
Tlursing ( Baby care )
^^ouse work
Truck delivery
Ice delivery
Box-making
Basket-making
Domestic service
Chauffeur
The best wages received for the above types of employment ranged from
three and one-half to fifteen dollars per week; :vith only ten cases from ten
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to fifteen dollars. The '•"i.'hept Tiontbl}'' r^'ci^rer "^rr "rom forty to sixty
dollars, with only three in the last class, -o incuii^'" was made regarding
the earnings of parents, but judging from their occupaticrs, the above wage
status of ""f^lls is t3''''^"'^al cf that of f'-eir -"^"^re'nts.
Occu'^c.tior "1 choicer. Due to tho li'^ite^ r^cT^p •iv.r^ ^corcity of
occupational opportunities for Negroes, a selection oi occupations in which
they might find employment wos nafe (Table XIII ) . One will rote that the
pelections of pupils are 7/ell distributp'' "ir r>'^ cc^rr^ choices but their
irst show a lack of interest in some of the best paying and small capital
occupations:—for example, in barbering, shoemaking, cartooning, sign-
inting, wall-papering, merchant, plastering and photography. At ^ re cnt,
legroes must choose occupations in which they can work with and serve Negroes
ri'^ev must also select vocations that reouire small capital. Their assets are
laturally small on the one hand and on the other the v/hites object to hiring
Negroes, vfhile white employees disap- rove working with them. People of
color '"TV + '^^"ti^er nrp'^T'^ to servo t^-r^^r ^vr -oo-l.p rr ':^."loct occupations of
zuch a highly specialized nature that they might en.iaje in these and conduct
tl^eir ovm busines. Success in such situations will depend won excellence
of service.
r
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Table 111. Occ"u. national Choices of Withdrawals
'.'ith the Number Selectir r t^-'ch Occuti? tion
.
Car^^ertrv 7 : 4
Painting : 4
Masonry : 8
to to— ch " i c : 11 : 3
Print:. : 5 : 1
Barbering 5 : 1
Plastering : 4
Plumbing . <): #c
Ycll-papering o
Prdio—repairing ' : 10
?":lectricity (house wiring) : 5 : 2
Merchant
Cartooning : 2
S^'^oencking 3
Photography : 2 3
£i^n-f ai:- tl:''g
Ur dertaking : 3 : 1
Tailoring ( cleaning—pressing;) 1 : 4
Catering : 1
Seamstrees ;; 8 : 12
Trained nursing : 15 9
Rome making (house-wife) 3 : 3
Domestic service : 2 : 8
Hairdressing : 16 6
Cocking : 7 : 10
Totals . 100 ! 100
First
Choices
Second
Choices
In these choices auto-mechanic and masonry are popular for the males
and trained nursing and hairdressing for the females. As second preferences
si^Tiistress and cooking lead for the femaler -''^ ---n -r- • - ? r- for the males.
The options of the females afford employment possibilities for them. It is
therefore, possible for the scho'->l to provide tr^^i^ir^ in there r.4th a view
of meeting community needs, i oi- tLe m?les mstcnr.' oI."'.-:-r:£ bi-
vocational opportunity. There are no opportunities of employment for Negroe
V ith '-bites in the field of auto-nnecharics. They might hov/ever, lish
Boston University
School of Education
Library
cI
t'".eir o'.-n i"-'" ririesir-pr C'">~''rct t/^rn '•-lt>i -rofito.ble reK:ultc. Masonry,
auto-mechinic, rs.dio-rp;. : ox^- " prove ivter^-^'
nrofitable enotu-h to v/ir ce in the curriculum of this school.
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Cl^F-RICULM SUGGEfcTir '..01' THE LEEDS Gl cGCIETi
Inclivirhj';'! and Group Gr-irl-'nce
The present i 'n education is to include the intpreet and the
• '1
""--^einL, '..^ :.o be trainer". ----rr r
?:ociety its youn^ nemtaers must be trained for useful service. To this end
educators have introduced ^ technirue called '^n.iidpnce.
carries t' •- " a of a 1 1 Ir, "ividual ic •;MO'.',.e Lio;i , to
for the vocation chosen, to find employment in ' 'r
the occupation selectf^d.
The purpose of Lno .v_cual and ,^roup j>. ' r.ce tii^n m .^o itcC'Vpyr
individual differences, interests, and abilities. This is done that each
mii'f^t ri^celvi^ the ""reate^t i-prr^fitr fvon i'^ ptruction '^rd find the occuioation
or piece for v.hich he is best fitted. In order to realize this end f)U'jilc
iriust be given an opportunity in the school to develop in keeping Tfdth their
capacities. Regarding this Symonds says that:
"In the school, the teacher should first find out the
ability of their pupils and then they should judge
their vrork in the light of their ability."
Individual Interests and Abilities
Russell tells us that:
"Of the elements v:hich have become important in modern
education, one of the more difficult vdth which to deal
ex. 6 interpret is that of ability." ^
The origin of the guidtmce movement, in ^oston, about UCS, oy Eriuik larson
v«ras no doubt a recognition of individual differences. The growth of the
novf^inent mi--ht be r.ttrihutcd to the f.'^ct that educators recognized its
1 Synordr,, Percival Vi., "Measurement '
Com.'Gny, Ecv; York, 19f,8, p. 3^9.
r Fv.Esell, Charles, "Sterdsrd Testt'", rk, 1.:.
f
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r- - 'I T
suggested' ization is one patterned after the present junior high
Echool ur.it.
" i'ne fundamental bion "of educ: tion
which would be
^
. ilarly r children in
the transitional period of life has been the organization
of a Foecial vnit, or fsta^e of education, ^' ' ' '-t from
those Tihich prec«='V or follor. T^--" unit c je is
comnif'iily knovm f junio"/ ool and usually
:rbh ./ears of school life orincludes the se^
p c:r\!T'
I'idciiice is to furn './ it should begin earl/ in the life
' \'.-ell or'^arised ,estino-,
I intelligent undersl the individual and the results of
ce. On this noint '.";e ar* "informed +.h'3t:
"I- - - ' :e iuL- .
s a society ^
we must base our conclusions upon data concerning bis
-nil/, . ,, ^ . .
^
th
J the very nature of
the d^'iic^faic order in v.iiich v.e Live, it " •• that
judgment for a specific -vir-i v. '- '-i*- : e
most recent facts of the t recor'^s
be cumulative ' 'ble." 4
Guidance in curriculum choices. I zed on the
junior high school plan there will nsturally empr^p a nnre differentiated
curr 'culum. In such a situation, pu pils vill "i- rc- ^ • ^ v
3jid slow in making their selections. Through data gained by the scJiool
tVrnu-^,h its ^^snnnpl records and research department it should be in a
position bo ^'i .,
^ ,
^ j--^:. into the ^^ r^ ' culum best suited to them.
1^
.
S "Interrediate Education", in "Educ: t -.or- . '-^l^M., n. 57J
4 Noonon, D, J,, "The Place of Guidance i -y Schools", in
"Education", (December 1P?1)., '<.06.
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}vi<^-rce ir occu^^e tierr.i'l choices The i'F.ct that sii ch lar;"r- nunhers c f
£criOo ^ed for life makee it very ur-rent nee
begin very early in the life of the pufjils. The occupationr tion
rhorlrl Vip ?-ivpr ^erly enough to a\vc'?>en thore Fho ere '"^lennin'-- to '"'ron out
ol_eii' enployment "^ossibili tiet
.
)uld come
through occupational studies. After such studies pupils should be guided
in thp p'^1'^ c tioTi of b^'^pi r •ppr'^^'^t,-' vp vno'^ f.i ortpl *>~ terp'^h'^ . Tr t^i?
connection the Echool shcuid ..rcvLde opprenticeeij.p opportunities after
school hours and on Saturdays. Such provisions should be made through
finished v/orkers or f.---^ r'e^-^'-^r' ^"'^ ^n -r'vv- t,;^ . ''i,r--p rvi-f^-r-'- r-r desnien
are to report or the pupils progress to the school.
Conrairity opporti^r ities embodied in the curriculum . To further aid
ru^ ils in their pocxpI nnd vocational griTrptTnents occu'-i' tinrr-'T o'^'^or-t'."nities
of the community uiov LJ. c ^ :,rt of the tc' ccl' r. cvrr.'.culu.;.. Ci-rses
centered around these would forro the basis for occupational studies and
informatior , To properly select the most serviceo.ble fields in which to
_:ive instruction, a survey of the vocational possibilities of the community
is necessary. Vi/here the school cannot be eouipped or or^sJiized to give
'Tc'Ct^" cal tr' ' ir a • ''^rert''.cprhi'? 0''i^ort''"'nities ar --Tp'-ot-^' be''^ "^bovp d^^Ti ri
provided. Inder such a plan pupils vvho must le.uve before compLetin- the
school's offerings will be able to do some form of skilled and useful viork.
Most pupils 1p -cV"^ ' 1 tp-'' ^'- T'^-'repared for useful service to themselves
and to their communities. V^ith a guidance program, as that already
suggested, it is believed that pupils r;ho must drop out of school will leave
better equipped for the activities of life.
(
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The nueEtion nSiturally t-.risee, "To v bom <iball v.-e look l or the
.^uidr-iice of I'upiis in most of their school activities?" Jt'or much of this
idda.nce v.'e must rely upon the one who Imows the child at work, at play,
snd in "11 <"f ^ f." ^ood^ •^ri/' rnoT^'^prr. Th«= orlv r^aynn-n r;-:,-np'\^'\_p rf '^]'x^
broad knovi/ledge is the home-room teacher, siie are iniormed by Jef
that: S
"T/ith this defining of the home-room period and its
educational opportunities the guidance functions of
the home-room teacher ftiay be summarized briefly.
Because of the administrative duties of the home-
room teacher no other teacher or officer bar so intimate
a contact or loiovi'ledse of the individual pupil in the
group. Therefore, the foundations of the guidance
function are necessarily located in the homeroom
organization. Among the many responsibilities of the
hoTiProom the folloi^'iri ^ o^'oortTini ties Tiay nrove suggestive:
-
1. aroup conferer.cec loi- iree oiacrsticm of prcblem.s
involving school citizenship, social relationships,
ethical standards, educational opportunities, general
occupational fields, etc.
2. Personal conferences regarding habits of study,
^ealth, end adjustments in school and out.
5. Assisting the individual in the choice of subjects,
curriculum, or in making any decision which the school
Ivis
1 7,-" f.i r 1 r -pop' r 11 • ^
4. tending- the pupils for special guidance to the
classroom teacher, depcrtraent hend, dean, principal, or
to the guidance expert for special counseling whenever
such assistance is needed."
Guidance, and particular vocational guidance, in the care of possible
v.dthdrawals offers the surest and most effective means of changing the
social status cf the community and checking the spread of such gr^ve social
^'"^'prp as Pre revealed by the survey. The 'niidnpce ^noveraent is fraught
V it-! viu^i ir.terest to negro tet^chers -nd iiegro schocls in general, II 5on
the efficiency of their guidance will depend to a great degree the success
5 Dsvis, Je?se Fs., "The Guidance Functici
(December 1931), p. 198,
"he Home-Room", in "^^m-' tinn".
rfc
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or failure of. the present generation of school children.
Social fitness and reparation . The time and money spent in training
boys and girls are wasted if they are not enabled through it to better solve
the problems of life. The Wegro youth, vdth other youths of the land, must
be trained for their responsibilities ir the social, politic-.l and economic
life of the community, stcte and nation. Therefcre, sn appeal is here made
to all v:ho are intrusted with the ediication of the Negro youth to make the
pnb/pct t^(^ r o'^fer gnd the tyrio of educrtirn '^re^-pnted, v5 tal, substantial,
and ^rippiHi;^; instead of unreal and wordy as most of them are nov- receiving.
The statement of Secretary Wallace is a truer description of the Negro
school situation than of the type of institution"' '"ic'-> referred:
"As a matter of fact, many of us are beginning to wonder
if the colleges themselves are as vital as they should
be, in furnishing leadership to enable the youth of to-day
to grapple in an adventurous way with the realities of
the coming day," 6
This statement suggests a problem of present day importance and one which
forms the basis for most theories regerdirg the reorgani/.ation of schools.
Training in a school organized and ecuipT:ed as has been eugpested,
would tend to hold pupils longer and would prepare for better service, for
those who find it necessary- to drop out. Such training should lead to
social fitness. On this question one points out that:
"In modem life men should make practical and effective
use of the knowledge they obtain from school experience." 7
"The public school must be a part of the life and time that
it represent.,., Fducation should function now.... the school
should teach the way of making adjustments to presentday life.
With the present properly interpreted and understood, the
future will not be difficult to handle." 8
These statements summarize well the aim of the years and efforts that pupils
snend in school.
6 "The i^orfolk-Virginian-i-'ilot", (J-^nu-iiy 1, 1954).
7 Smith, Ehrlich, "The Heart of the Curriculum", Doubleday Page and Company]
Garden City, K. i
.
, 19?.5.
,
p. 11.
8 Jordan, C. L. "Industrial Arts
—
sn Trn^-^ort?nt Factor in "eneral T^ducition
in "Education" (June 195?)., p. 57f.
ir
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CKAPTi'R VII
CURRICULUM IN KEEPING YJ/PH THE OCCUPATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES OF V,TTHDRAV/ALS
• The investigaticrijof Chapter V, shows that pupils left school with
little or no preparation for life. It is believed that if the offerings
f^erp rirefented better econ'-^rr'.ic possibilities thev •^oul^ ^pvo remained
i-or.jer. In so doing the/ uoulc have benefited more ana voiiid Ijave been
better adjusted to life.
To better prepare nur>ils who find it necessary to leave school, it is
felt that in addition to the regular academic curriculum the program of
studies should be expanded to include vocational training. The purpose
'rc-T-c i c- \- n -Tn\r' "'(a prO'-'"r^'^ ^r-'''^' pV' ir'pii"' rl -^e^.pj-, TK^p'-lp r> 'T +Vir.oo v.-V^r Tui-j 1 1_
i 1
2;o on to high school and tc college, and at the ss-me time to make provisions
for pupils who might find it necessary to leave after completing the eighth
grade. It is hoped that students taking advantage of sue' rogro.m will
be better prepared to adjust themselves to a higher level of life and work.
The vocational offerings, of the sug'^-ested curriculum, have been
selected- from the daily pursuits of the ;xople in this community -md is
typical of the class of occupations in which Negroes are engaged or might
find employment. John rev;ey states thus:
"I do not Imow whether charity always begins at heme.
But I am sure that understanding and framing of practical
ends and ideals begin as nearly at home as possible. If
this principle is applied to education in relation to
social problems, it will prevent us from going too far
afield at the beginning and will fix oul* minds on asking
what ve can do in terms of the means at hand for doing
what we Y-^vt to do." 1
1 Dewey, John, "E<'"!ucation and Our Present Social Problems'^ in "Educational
ivlethod" (April 1933)., p. 586.
c
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The courses suggested for i'irls wre:
t.eL.iat tress (Altering and Dressmaking)
Nursing (Practical)
Hairdressing (Beauty parlor practice)
Cooking (Catering and special service)
Home Management (House-vafe and domestic service)
These occupations are among those usually open to v;omen sud girls. These
courses are to be not longer than one year. The time allotted for the v^ork
of the school is tv/o years as it is composed of cnlv ty-o crrides, the
seventh and eighth. These trades are to begin in the lirs^t m If of the
eighth grade and continue through the second half. Pupils completing the
work of this institution ''ill go to hi'h school or out into life to become
a part of the workers of the community.
The same academic curriculiim is made available for boys vlth the same
considerations for their future high school and college possibilities. For
them the following trades are suggested:
iViasonry
Carpentry
Painting
Plasterino-
Electricity (House v;iring)
Radio-repair
/"Uto-mechanics
The courses below are suggested with a view of placing pupils out, for the
reouired shop periods daily, as apprentices with master mechanics of the
nonrmvitj. '^he object of this 1 ^--^e clear by the followir-^ "Quotation
"....it should be understood clearly by educators and
others, that the educational enterprises in the schools
based upon or related to industrial activities outside,
constitute conscientious efforts to educate boys and
girls about industry, or prepare them for intelligent
entrance and capable participation in it." ?
Regarding this phase of the v;ork, the academic curriculum v/ill be taken in
the school. The master mechanics will have charge of trade instruction.
Piipils attendance, grades and progress will be reported to the school where
I In "Education", (June 193?)., p. 569.
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the proper records will be kept. The following courses are planned for
boys:
Barbering Shoemaking
Printing Plumbing
Undertaking Photography
Wall-papering Sign-painting
Coiirse? for girls are:
Hair dressing (Beauty parlor practice)
For the realization of the preceding aims the following program of studies
is of:'^erpd:
PBOaPM OF STUDIES
:7B :7A
Non-
: Grade 8 Voca-
tional :
Voca-
tional
English 5 : 5 .: English 4 •z<->
Health : 3 : 5 i: General i^lathematics': 4 ;
General i^%thematics ! 5 : 5 !; Shop Mathematics 5
Social Studies : 4 : 4 : Health • 3 '. 2
Occupationai Studies i: 5 ; Social Studies : 4 !• 3
Occupational Literature : 5 • ; General Science : 4 ; 3
Tryout Courses : 5 .: Clubs 1 : 1
Fine and practical arts . 5 . Guidance 1 1
Clubs : 1 : 1 : Assembly j 1 .. 1
Guidance : 1 .: 1 :: Electives :
Assembly . 1 : 1 ' English • 5 <
Industrial Arts . 5 :
Shop Work(Trade) 15
:30 •:50 !* *1 3? : 52
Pupils on reaching the eighth grade must elect one of the two courses: •
Vocational or Kon-vocational. Kon-vocatir^-^l ^upils elect industrial arts
and English (Literature)
»
r
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EXPLANATION OF COURSES
English:
Required through the two years of the school.
7th Grade: Penmanship, Spelling, general conversational English,
Grammar incidentally.
8th Grade: Penmanship, Literati're, Oral and written composition,
Business English.
Non-vocational: Regular course plus ^egro Literature,
debating, speech correction.
Mathematics:
Pecuired through two years.
7th Grade: Arithmetic, General ffethematics.
8th Grade: Practical Shop Mathematics, Gener;-'-l tie.-t,.i-: t of Algebra
and undemonstrated Geometry, Business Arithmetic.
Social Studies:
7th Grade: General Geography, General History as a background of
American History, American 'History, Negro History.
8th Grade: Community Civics, Comiiiercial Geography, Current events,
,Citi3eT^F^~\r>, Voc-tiorpl Civics. •
General Science:
Not required in grade seven.
8th Grade: Physiology, Physical Geography, General Biology.
Foreign Languages:
7th Grade: not offered.
8th Grade: not reouired since they are no longer considered vital fo
high school or college entrance.
Art:
7th Grade: Freehand drawing.
8th Grade: Freehand drawing ,, Drawing and designing, applied art.
Music:
7th Grade: General. Instruction in fundamentals of music.
8th Grade: General Instruction, Singing, Glee Club.
Industrial Arts:
7th Grade: Tryout courses; second half of grade. Painting, masonry,
manual training, etc.
^th Ir-^de: Select trade. (Those leaving at the end of course should
select vocational course) . Mechanical drawing and trades
offered.
Industrial Arts for Girls:
7th Grade: Tryout courses; Second half of grade.
3th Grade: Select work from courses offered. Non-vocationals 5 hour
per week. Vocationals 15 hour^ per week.
<<:-
EXPLANATION OF COURSES (Continued).
Occiroational Studies:
A study of the different occupations in life career classes; the
advantages and disadv3.ntages of occupations, relationship to other
occupations; preparation, compensation, etc.
Vocational and Industrial pu oils will stud3^ their selected
occupations in all of their relationships to others and to industry,
Extra-curricula Activities:
Assemblies, lectures, student activities, student patrol, clubs,
student government.
Guidance:
I riivlouc':! and group guidance, records and research, curriculum
guidance, cccu-^iational guidaj^ce, general guidance.
Health:
7th Grade: Physical exercises, health instruction, games.
8th Grade: Physical training, games, playground activities.
PERIODS
Number of periods per
Length of ^^eriods
Feces
s
day 7
50 minutes.
50 minrf,^^.
r
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In order to lift the human race from barbarism and to maintain
satisfactory state of civilization through social ideals and tr--^ 'i" tirr <?,
man has attempted to mold his offsiring into patterns of desirable conduct
through a process called education. This process of trt ' ^ims to make
each individual . j; . ctive and intelligent particip- +^ ' ' e perpetuation
and improvement of himself and society. The rapid changes in our dynamic
s-^cial order make old methods r^o lon -er practical in obt?iriin^ these ends.
• ev; methods, th.erefore, in .ceeping with the c'.iarc-.otci-is bict: of such a
changing order, must be devir ur objectives are to be realized.
I
* th ce-'turies of planni^'^' f^-n^ earnest endeavors the Amer ^of'le
are still without profitable re^LJ-ts from their efforts and expenditures in
education. This fact is evi^lenced by the millions of men and women who are
unfitt^'"!' frr T^p^fvl citizenship. "^1^0^^ "it"-'' tion '. s ' n * rdlrt.'^ t c-p-inr^t
the educational offering of our schools and the society in which these
citizens have grown to mati:irity. In the midst of. such a pathetic condition
stands the Negro, livithout vocational direction, u'^ - f red in most instances
and suffering from prejudice on account of his race and color he is very
often .'ible to earn not more than his daily br°ad.
i.-iuch of the present attitude regarding the jie^ro is due to the L'-^.ct
that his ancestors were slaves. The agitation of anti-slave leaders
terminated in his freedom through' the "Fmarcipation Pr^cl-'"Tia.tion" . Since
that time he has endeavored to lift iiin:self to a worthwhile place in the
life of the AmericEin nation. His present position, however, is similar to
f-'-at o<' t'^e fr-np TTr^rpoog before the "Civil V'ar". To-day, his struggle is
not for social equality, but for economic and political justice.
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In an p.tte'npt to im;':rove hiT^self tbrou'^- ednc-'tion, the Np-rro finds
his education without definite objectives and msuited to his vocational
opportunities. Through a process of aimless education and inferior schools
he is unprepaT^c^ -^d unable to t-^^''^ a position as an economic asset to
himself, "to his cormi.unity, end to his country. VHiile training; must be
given in the professions and on the higher levels, it must not be over-
looked that the majority of Negroes will always vrark Vvith their hands in
the fields of industry and labor. Their education, therefore, should
prepare them for these o}3portunities. Through such a type of training, it
is hoped that they will be lifted to a higher plane of life and work.
Not only is the education of the Negro aimless, but his and that of
the whites do not spread sentiment in favor of the people of color as
American citizens or as members of the hunan family. In his ovai schools
there are no subjects which instill race pride, race consciousness and
self-esteem. In the white schools he is belittled b^ omission or by
misrepresentation. In the streets, at play, in the home and in every phase
of American life the examples set for white girls and boys by the grown-ups,
do not circulate favorable sentiment on behalf of the Negro. Such a
situation places upon him, along with the problem of training himself, thei
great problem of educating the whites concerning the Negro's material and
and spiritual contribution to the American life.
As has been suggested, Negro schools are less equipped, less attractive
and less considered than those of the whites. The purpose of this thesis is
to investigate one-hundred L-upils who dropped out of a Negro school in
eastern Virginia, to set forth the status of the Negro in the world of work,
and to suggest a curriculum in keepin'-' with the occupational or^portunities
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of these TvitbnreiA'als. The school vhoce '/•'ith''irgv,-als were the cert'^r '^f this
L'.vestliic.tion is a. segregated school and is suljjecb to all of the disadvan-
tages of such a plan. The school is located in the city of Norfolk,
Virs'iniaj -j cit^^ -^f ^ver 150,0'^'^ in "~o ''i''.'"' ti^" , ^.''^'"'vt 40,0*^ 'vho^n pre
Negroes. institution is comcosed ox the seventh and eighth grades,
over 1,100 pngils and is ^^-own as an Intermediate school. Through the
I'lelpfrl --T^^ pyrapathetic attitude of ^''^ citj cf^' "'^ r 't ' -^'n'v-- -
splendid job. Nevertheless, it is true that there is much that it can do
to meet the practical needs of the Negro boys and girls of the community.
This is evidenced by the poor economic status of those who once attended
as shown by a survey.
The facts gathered in the investigation revealed that the majority of
these withdrav/als left school because of financial difficulties of their own
or of their parents (Table II). The fifty-tv,'o males and forty-eight females
had educational expectations extending thrc" school and colle'^'e. A
number cf them expectoi?. to go beyond college (Table IV) . In the face of
t';eir hopes only three reached the third year of the high school (Table XI).
One-thir-^ r-r them left at the age of fifteen, the li'"^_t t^p ^r-n-ninoiy
school attendance law. Over sixty per cent are between the ages of sixteen
and twenty-one and are very much in need of parental guidance (Table VII )
.
Their present employment and economic status (Tables V-VII) • ' that they
would have profited more by remaining in school since eighty-three per cent
of them are in the vigor of youth, unprepared and dependent v.^holly or in
pert upon the efforts of others for their existence (Table II)
.
The extent to which the frmilies of these punils are dependent is
indicated by the fact that in ninety families out of the one-hundred
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represented both rsrents worl'ed or sou-Tht employnent. Thin seemed
necessary in order that they mirht secure for themselves and their children
the necessities of life. Such a situation left their children vdthout
home cnre and qvlde.nce which are so vital in the recrlnj of the young. Such
J condition places an added responsibility upon the school as a guardian in
the care end training of children.
Thp rorTi'il frnily w-r •<? foun to C'^nri.^t rf '^iv^ -^rd fiv?—tw th s ^PTf^Ts,
sixty per cent of whom lived in homes with corveniences y.hich odded to
health and fire hazards (Table X) , The majority of homes contained from
three to six rooms (Tsble IX). Sevr^' tr -'^ight of these families paid ^-r^^t
(Table X). It seems that they hrtve been too hard pressed financially to
purchase homes or the idea and pride of ownership have not been awakened
within them. For these homes they paid from two to three dollcrs per week.
Only nine paid rent ranging from four to five dollars.per week. This low
economic position might be attributed to the lack of preparation or to the
iiscrininating factor which limits the . e^ro ^n the fields of employment.
The educational standing of these v/ithdrawals is above that of their
ri'^rp'^tr ^rd fj^pyp e/'i"tr " oloFr cor-t^plr ti^'^ het'^^per. the tyne of homes, home
conveniences, rent paid, home ownership and the amount of education of
parents. Tiiis fact is useful in an attempt to raise the general social
standing of Negroes. It Indicates that Negroes .night place v-.-r->-^crr>e mon
the right kind and amount of education to lift themselves to a higher level
of life and work.
The occu;:.abional chrices of these pupils centered arn --' ^r- opular
vocations in which Negroes are engaged (Table XIl). This might be attribu-
ted to the fact that they have not been informed of their possibilities
]
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v.'''ile ir school or st home. Most of them have ha-^ several jobs sirce they
left smd the best paying ones (Chapter V) range from t>5.50 to ftS.OO - ^-r
week with only ten cases ranging from jt^lCOO to *^15.00 and three cases at
*15.00 per week.
These fsctj-: srow that rents .t-re not In h position to offer their
children educational advantages. As a social agency the school has a
definite plsce ir the preparation of future citiz'^ns for rreful social
service. The school needs to plan and organize to prevent the continuance
of the conditions presented by this survey. In order that the school might
serve '-^ett^r the community and its f"t" r'=^ r * t' "p-n ott- -^.r-f^ '^' rriculum
that might hold pupils longer with greater profit to themselves and their
locality (Chapter VII). The program suggested is designed to provide
occupational and educational op ortunities for pupils. It provides for the
opportunities of the community to be a part of the regular curriculum of
the school. It further provides for apprenticeship in the trades under
masterraechanics in the commnnity. For the trades ' "^' us, the school wil!
give full credit. The trade courses outside will be indirectly under the
supervision of the school and the master mechanics vn.ll give instruction,
check the attendance, work, and progress of apprentices and report these to
the school where the proper record will b" made of them.
Such a curriculvn i - -ff'pred that the school might better its
purpose of preparing boys and girls for better social end economic
adjustments, thus raising them and the comm.unity to a higher standard of
life and work.
!
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